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JUDD CHESLER

FILM STUDY: Some Problems and Approaches

For the past ten years or so there has been an explosion of interest in
film all across the country_ In secondary schools and universities, film is
now being taught in a wide variety of contexts: as a key for understanding
culture, fine art, language, and literature, as well as a discipline in its own
right. The viewpoint offered here is that film should be understood in its
own right before it is compared to, or used to explain, other things. Only in
the past 20 years have film scholars begun to make strides toward under-
standing the complex nature of cinema. The results of these studies,
however, seem not to have achieved general currency. Until recently, for ex-
ample, most of the methodology for approaching film was borrowed from
already established disciplines, for example, literary criticism and
sociology. Now that film has been around for some 80 years, some perspec-

c has been gained. With this perspective have come insights into the
nature of cinematic art and film "language.-

First. then, I would like to outline some of the problems which are in-
volved in film study. Next. I will outline some approaches which seem most
productive and which also seem to be conducive to curriculum formula-
tions. I would also suggest that the approaches offered here could be taken
as a necessary first step toward the application of film to other contexts.

Problems

One problem which this article attempts to address is that many of the
existing approaches to film study do not take into account the extremely
complicated nature of film aesthetics. Briefly stated, film, more than any
other medium, has a great variety of expressive means at its disposal, and
usually it is a combination of these means that is brought into play. For ex-
ample, film employs both time (like a novel) and space (like a painting).

-Another aspect is that film may include such dramatic means as acting, cos-
tume, and decor; photographic means such as camera angle and lens distor-
tion; and purely filmic means such as camera movement and editing. Also,
film may include various kinds of sound and various kinds of visual content.

Because of this multiplicity of means, film forms are also multiple.
There is no such thing as "pure cinema." Nor is there a single and invariable
concept of film "language- in the same way we understand written or
spoken language. Mint actually exists is a number of conventional forms in
which certain means have historically stabilizedLinto patterns of combina-
tion. Hence we have :,cumentary films, in which dramatic means are
eschewed and realistic photographic qualities are emphasized; narrative
films, in which dramatic qualitiese.g., story structure ane characteriza-
tiondictate specific patterns of photographic and filmic organization;
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and experimental films, in which, for the most part, dramatic means are dis-
carded in favor of finding significant patterns of organization based on corn-
binations of photographic and filmic qualities. Another point is that film
may be very "realistic," as in some documentaries and in some narrative
films, or film may be totally unrealistic, as in the case of cartoons.
Moreover, there may be combinations and variations on the above-stated
conventions.

The foregoing outline of some of the problems of film aesthetics is
meant as an explanation of one basic point: film should be studied by ap-
proaches appropriate to the forms it takes. There are different kinds of
films, and there are approaches which help explain their nature, conven-
tions, and significance. Too many people misuse and misunderstand film
because they have not first considered approaches which attempt to explain
film on its own terms. For example, sociologists have done numerous con-
tent and response analyses of violence, first with film and then with televi-
sion. All of this has been done without taking into account the aesthetic
shaping involved. Violence in Westerns, for instance, is very different from
violence in gangster films. In the classic Western, violence is very ritualized
and often is emblematic of the personal style and values of the protagonist
or the villain. Here the emphasis, even in cowboy and Indian battles, is not
on carnage or gore (the camera seldom focuses on the results ofviolent ac-
tions), but it is on the manner in which a threat is treated. In the classic
gangster film, violence is simply a means to an end. The gangster, usuallya
socially dispossessed figure, uses violence to become a success. Here violence
can become ugly, but the questions which a gangster film raises about a
society that often closes more traditional paths of success to individuals are
often equally ugly. Also not taken into account in such studies is authorial
shaping. Violence in Sam Peckinpah's films (e.g., The Wild Bunch, Straw
Dogs) is quite different from the violence in Phil Karlson's films (e.g., Walk-
ing Tall). Peckinpah's slow-motion violence is an attempt to confront com-
placent audiences with their own violent urges. Peckinpah attempts to show
that one cannot deal with personal or social violence unless one confronts
the full scope of its reality. Karlson, on the other hand, sees violence as an
acceptable outlet for current social frustrations.

Another misunderstanding of filM centers around the idea of film
language." Teachers of film, as well as teachers of literature and grammar,

often employ a notion, now discredited, which equates prose structures with
narrative film structures. Thus, a shot equals a word, a scene equals a sen-
tence, and a sequence equals a paragraph. At best, this notion is only a very
loose analogy. I will not go into this subject in depth, except to say that, for
example, a word is basically symbolic in nature and has ascribed meanings;
a shot (just taking its visual aspect) is indexical in nature (a photo-chemical
imprint of that-which is in front of the camera), the meaning of which may
only be derived through understanding a complicated system of interrela-
tionships. Some of the factors involved include imagistic analogues in the
real world as well as such factors as framing, composition, color, sound, and
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structural context. There is always a simultaneity of means which articu-
late messages in a shot; a word uses relatively fewer means and almost al-
ways the symbolic one is dominant. On the other hand, in film, dialogue
may be dominant (as in the -screwball comedies of the 1930's such as
Bringing up Baby), a visual element may be dominant (as in Chaplin's pan-
tomime), or no one element. may be dominant. A shot may be very complex
and comprise an entire film (Andy Warhol's Sleep); on the other hand a
word is always a part of a larger pattern of organization. Even in narrative
films modeled after literary forms, the shots, scenes, and sequences are less
easily defined than their supposed literary analogues.

Having stipulated my basic reservations about some approaches of un-
derstanding film, I would now like to outline briefly those approaches
which seem most productive.

Approaches

Genre

The notion of genre in film can be understood in two senses. First, there
are the major divisions which historically have defined the three major film
forms: the narrative feature, the documentary, and the avant-garde or ex-
perimental film. Secondly, there are generic subdivisions in each of these
forms. The most widely understood sense of genre in film is the second one,
especially as applied to American narrative feature films (Westerns,
gangster films, musicals).

Documentary and avant-garde films can only be briefly described here.
The documentary is a form which, like non-fiction in literature, is concerned
more with mirroring the world or with making social or political argument
than with personal expressiveness. A good introduction to the subject is
Richard M. Barsam's Nonfiction Film: A Critical History (New York: Dut-
ton, 1973). The avant-garde film has eschewed both the traditions of
realistic representation and causal narrative order in favor of patterns of
organization more closely related to modernist concerns in painting, music,
and literature. Among these concerns are subconscious associations, ran-
domness, motif, and reflexivity. David Curtis' Experimental Cinema (New
York: Universe Books, 1971) and Sheldon Rerun's An Introduction to the
American Underground Film (New York: Dutton, 1967) are good introduc-
tions and both are suitable as secondary school texts. Standish La order's
Cubist Cinema (New York: New York University Press, 1975) and P. Adams
Sitney's Visionary Film (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974) provide
more detailed theoretical background.

What I would like to concentrate on, however, is genre in narrative
feature films. Students are familiar with such works, and the study can even
be extended to television material. The generic approach addresses the
problem of discerning meaning in a type of film which citethe surface seems
to offer little except "escape" or entertainment. Moreover, this kind of film
must appeal to a mass audience, is usually made by a group of artists, and is
usually produced in an industrial atmosphere.

6
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To begin with, the generic approach values films for their similarities
rather than their uniqueness. What is sought is patterns of repetition in
areas such as sett character types, iconography, rituals and ceremonies,
narrative structuri and theme. Questions concerning these elements often
include: What is the most important element or elements in the genre? Can
these elements be seen as social or cultural metaphors or myths? What is
the generic theme, and how do the other elements relate to this theme?

It might be instructive to look at the example of the classic Western.
The Western defines its own primary element as setting: the western fron-
tier of the United States, usually historically fixed as the period between the
end of the Civil War and 1900. Thematically, the tension in the Western has
centered around the figure of the gunfighter/sheriff. He is an individual who
initially went west to escape the confining forces of civilization, and to act
out an older, more personal and direct code of behavior. Ironically, he often
finds himself as the vanguard and eventually the protector (when he
becomes sheriff or when he shoots his alter-ego, the villain) of the same
civilization he sought to escape. Audiences have been fascinated with
Westerns perhaps because Westerns express the ambivalence felt by a
culture just recently propelled into .an urban, industrial age.

Whatever the motivations of the producers of generic films (making
money), the fact is that people of our culture make such films and try to
please a mass audience who supposedly seeks escape. But in a way similar
to the cultural expressiveness of folk art, generic film art seems to find
forms which vividly express basically human or broadly cultural needs,
anxieties, and attitudes. As it turns out then, generic art is one aspect of the
aesthetic nature of entertainment. Genre study partially explains why
generic art holds our fascination and entertains us. An excellent introduc-
tion to the subject, suitable for classroom use and containing useful
filmographies, bibliog-raphies, and charts is Stuart M. Kaminsky's Ameri-

n Film Genres (Dayton: Pflaum, 1974). Especially suitable for secondary
school use are two books by Ralph Amelio: Film in the Classroom (Dayton:
Pflaurn, 1971) and The Filmic Moment: An Approach to Teaching Ameri-
can Genre Film in the Classmom (Dayton: Pflaurn, 1975). Films Incorpor-
ated, a film distributor, has just come out with excellent film extract units
which include taped lectures and study guides. For information write Films
Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, (i0091.

Authorshi p

Another way of approaching narrative feature films is through author-
ship. In terms of conscious artistic creation, narrative films may be divhled
into two Vows:, those films in which all or most phases of film production
(scripting, shooting, editing) are under the control of one creative mind,
usually the film director, and those films which are products of the Holly-
wood (or any other) studio system. In the first instance, as in the films of
many foreign directors such as Ingmar Bergman and Federico Fellini and
contemporary American directors such as Stanley Kubrick, Francis Ford



Coppola, and Peter Bogdanovich, the authorship is self-evident. In the sec-
ond case . however, it is not. Primarily, the notion of authorshiactually a
critical methodologyaddresses this second kind of cinema. The idea is to
gather together the entire work of an individual director and to look at the
films as a group to see if consistent elements of style and theme exist
(despite the existence of other elements which may crop up, perhaps as the
result of the contribution of other film artists in any given film). If such con-
sistencies are found, one may tentatively proceed to create a construct
called, for example, Hitchcock's style or Ford's themes. The benefits of such
an approach should be obvious. For one thing, a great number of heretofore
unappreciated studio output may be illuminated. Also, by mapping out the
contributions of the one film artist, the director, vd-lo is responsible for most
of what finally appears on the screen, a groundwork is established for dis-
covering the contributions of other Film artists.

Once authorial constructs have been extrapolated, they may also then
he compared. Combined with the notion of genre. a student could, for exam-
ple, compare the Westerns of John Ford with those of Howard Hawlm A
book which contains some of the most interesting essays on authorship is
Gerald Mast and Marshall Cohen's Film Theaty and Criticism: Introducto-
ry Readings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974). The essay by Peter
Wollen is the most instructive. There are also numerous monographs
available on individual directors. Rabin Wood's books on Alfred Hitchcock
and Howard Hawks are among the best. And Andrew Sarris's The Atheri-
can Cinema (New York: Dutton, 1968) offers a capsule commentary on a
number of American and some foreign directors.

Film Histo

One of the most popular approaches to film is to look at its history.
Most orthodox film historians approach film history as the function of three
basic determinants: technological (changes caused by sound, color, etc.),
sociological (changes caused by studio control, the profit motive, appeal to a
mass audience), and artistic (innovations made by individual artists). The
emphasis in these books is on the idea of progress: films have gotten suc-
cessively better and more sophisticated as the possibilities of the medium'
have been explored.

The basic problem with this approach is that there have been numerous
other influences on narrative film history: movements in art and literature,
influences of one artist on another, the influence of one genre on others.
This information has just recently begun to be availablepartly as a result
of the approaches outlined above. As a consequence of new research in these
areas, it seems that film history is not a smooth progression of development,
but in fact it is full of stops and starts, parallel and intersecting paths, and
isolated points.

Although some of the current and highly readable general film histo-
s (Gerald Mast% A Short Histoty of the Movies [Indianapolis: Bobbs-
errill, 19761, David Robinson's The Histoty of World Cinema [New
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York: Stein and Day, 1973}, and Thomas Bohn and Richard Stromgren's
14ht and Shadows [Port Washington, New York: Alfred, 1975]) go over
the high points and provide good filmographies and bibliographies, they do
not explain some of the thornier issues of film history.

Film Appreciation/Film Aesthetics

The greatest heat in film studies now centers around the idea of film
"language.- Orthodox notions which implied that personal critical acuity
combined with a knowledge of the effects of camera angles, lenses, and edit-
ing gave magic access to films' secrets are now being discarded in favor of
what is, hopefully, a more scientificand therefore more objectiveap-
proach. This approach is semiology, or semiotics, the study of systems of sig-
nification. Semiology applied to film has so far focused primarily on struc-
tural elements and conventions in "classical" Hollywood cinema (finding
discrete narrative units which are more precise than the notion of shots,"
now the conventions of point of view are established, et.). The notion of
film's multiplicity of signifying systems as compared with wtten and
spoken language, which I mentioned earlier, was one of the basic problems
discovered by Christian Metz, one of the founders of film semiology. His
book-s include Film Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema (New York: Ox-
ford University, Press, 1974) and Language and Cinema (The Hague:
Mouton, 1974).

The theoretical discourse in semiology is much too difficult, however,
for secondary school courses. In fact, its appropriate level of study is the
graduate level, But teachers who are serious about film study cc uld pursue
semiology on their own and offer the distillation to their students. Two in-
valuable soiffces are Screen magazine and its companion journal for
teachers, Screen Education. (Both can be obtained from: Screen, 29 Old
Compton Street, London, W1V 5PL.)

If this direction proves too difficult, a course of study involving units on
genre, authorship, conventional narrative form, innovative directorial styles
(eg., Eisenstein, Wlles), and, perhaps, some examples of docuthentary and
avant-garde Dims might be considered. AS an introduction to the course,
one might familiarize students with the standard critical vocabulary. One of
the best ways to do this is to show Sheldon Renan's film, Basic Film Terms:
A Visual Dictionary (available for rental or sale from Pyramid Films, Inc.,
Box 1048, Santa Monica, California, 90406). James Monaco's A Standard
Glmsary for Film Criticism (New York: Zoetrope, 1973) is also a useful
guide. Although there are many books on film appreciation which place
emphasis on "technique," none of them is outstanding. They often place too
much emphasis on idiosyncratic techniques in foreign "art" films and imply,
as I stated earlier, that the mere use of technique equals art. The best of a
bad bunch are: Ralph Stephenson and J. R Debris's The Cinema as Art
(Baltimore: Penguin, 1969), Louis Gianetti's Understanding Movies
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall), and John Fell's Film: An In-
troduction (New York: Praeger, 1975). For narrative conventions, Arthur L.
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Gaskill and David A. Englander's How w Show a Maize Simy (Hastings-
on-Hudson, New York: Morgan and Morgan, 1960) is quite revealing.
Beware, however, of its condescending Dick and Jane approach. The
Stephenson and Debrix book is intended primarily for university students.
Finally, an invaluable resource for the film instructor is James Monaco's
Film: How and Where to Find Out lihat Yin/ li'ant to Know (available
from Take One, Box 1778, Station B, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3B 3L3),
which lists film encyclopedias, film book bibliographies, indexes to periodi-
cal literature in film, glossaries, film journals, publishers addresses, and in-
dexes of 16mm rental sources.

Film is a large and complicated subject. An article of this sort can only
touch on some of the high points. For those who are interested in more
detailed information, it is hoped that the resources I have outlined will be
helpful.

I personally believe that genre study would be one of the most interest-
ing and rewarding approaches for secondary school students. Identification
and interpretation of generic elements are intellectually rewarding exer-
cises. In addition, it deals -.vith material close to students' lives. Most impor-
randy, perhaps it can instill in students the sense that art is something to
which they naturally respond, and is not just something long ago or far
.1 way.

The snow is falling
Coming down like a great white wall
It's not fall.
Not fall with its brilliant colors.

It is now that nature puts ott her great white go n.
She flies through the forest,
Through the huddled villages, across the fields ..
All the creatures of the wood'

the village and the field are asleep.
The only sound to be heard is that of the wind passing

through the trees.

There is only one light coming from the village,
And that from the blacksmith working deep into the night.

The snow ceases
And out comes the moon, the stars, Jupiter,
And all the heavens shine down upon the snow.

The village doctor passes out of a barn,
Leaving behind him the farmer, and
The just-born calf and its mother.
Outside, the inoon shines down upon the snow.

Michael Dougherty



HAROLD M. FOSTER

THE NEW BASIC SKILL: Film

A tragic and horrible event occurred one day last year in Boston. A
young woman was carrying a can of gasoline when a gang of young
hoodlums stopped her. The gang forced her to pour the gasoline on herself
and then they ignited it. The young woman died from her burns.

This event is noteworthy here for one reason. The night before this
crime took place, the movie, Fuzz, was shown on television. In Fuzz a simi-
lar crime was depicted. The location for Fuzz was Boston.

Is there a connection between the movie and the real crime? The mayor
of Boston and the Boston police think so. This would not be the first time a
movie was the motivation for an act of violence.

CertaMly, movies don't lead normal people into committing horrible
crimes; movies affect most people in more subtle, hard-to-detect ways. Com-
mon sense and experience tells us that. Would American corporations
spend millions for television advertising if it wasn't effective? Could the
mass hygteria created by the Exorcist and the fear of water created by Jaws
he caused today by another medium?

The large quantity of rnovies and television programs is another indica-
tion of the grip these media have on the minds and hearts of the public. The
average young person spends one sixth of his waking time watching televi-
sion. By the age of 16, he has spent more time watching television than he
has spent in the classroom.' The college freshman has seen 500 movies in his
lifetime, but has only read 25 novels.

English teachers have particular insight into the influence of movies
and television on young people. A class invited to write a play invariably
borrows heavily from TV shows. Student writing will often contain
references to popular TV programs or TV and film personalities. Conversa-
tions of young people often concern recent television shows or movies.

The quantity of film and TV viewing and its influence on young people
are enormous, but, unfortunately, the quality of such experiences among the
.oung is questionable. Robert Gessner wrote, "the rising generation is
television prone but visually illiterate, which is ironic since cinema has
become the private art form of younger people throughout the world."3

Visually literate people are less prone to be manipulated by these
media and are capable of appreciating a wide range of such experidnces.
This form of literacy can and should be taught in the public schools. If basic
skills can be defined as fundamental literacy tools necessary for coping with
the world, then film should be considered a basic skill.

A major problem with teaching these media in the schools is that many
English teachers who are called upon to teach film and television are not
literate themselves in these fields. Most teachers are print oriented and



mistakenly apply literary criteria to film and television. Thus, films are dis-
cussed in terms of plot, theme, and characterization. For instan teachersce.
will ask students to study -hatred" in West Side Story or "competition" in
Tlw Hustler. Although thesv topics may prove stimulating, they will not
provide the skills and knowledge required for film and television literacy.

To appreciate and control the influence of tvlevision and film. a Person
must understand how they can create an intense, emotional experience in
the viewer. Visual literacy requires the ability to perceive and understand
the structural elements used in film and television. These elements separate
the film experience from the literary experience. In a sense, these elements
are the basic components of film language.

The structural elements basic to film are editing, composition, move-
ment, lighting, color, and sound. The filmmaker uses these elements in a
myriad of ways to achieve his effects.

Perhaps editing is the most manipulative of all these elements. Editing
is unique to the technical nature of film F lni is printed on a strip of
celluloid, and each photographic image is recorded on a single frame. The
illusion of movement is achieved by passing each photographic image past a
light at a certain sPeed (24 frames per second in sound film). Editing is the
process of cutting the strip of film and taping it together with other strips of
film.

Two early Russian filmmakers, Sergei Eisenstein and V.I. Pudovkin,
experimented with this simple technical process and achieved great eflects.
They used film to Propagandize audiences to support the Russian revolu-
tion. Eisenstein discovered that with the careful juxtaposition of two sepa-
rate images, a third, more lasting impression could be created in an au-
dience, and Pudovkin experimented with using a series of images to build
moods and emotions in an audience. Both Eisenstein and Pudovkin,
familiar with the manipulative power of film.based part of their editing
aesthetics on Pavlovian Principles of conditioning

Today these forms of suggestive editing are most obvious in television
commercials. Coca-Cola flashes one bright, fun-filled image after another
on the screen. The last image, that of the Coke bottle, then stands alone, yet,
subconsciously the public associates it with pretty girls, beach parties, and
dancing. In the McDonald's commercials, the speed of th&, editing and the
dymamic music create a youthful energy that is meant to elicit enthusiasm
and excitement among viewers.

Composition refers to the objects, people, and places that are seen with-
in the earner& shot. The images the filmmaker selects and their relationship
to each other in the shot are extremely important elements of film. The
closeups that characterize Frederick Wiseman's documentaries such as
High &haul or Latv and arlet- create a strong sense of involvement.among
viewers. When Cary Grant and company climb the massive, solid rock
sculpture formations of Mount Rushmore in Noah by Nntilzwest the
human figures communicate antlike smallness and insignificance in visual
comparison with the giant sculptured Presidents' heads.

12



Motion in film takes many forms. It may mean the movement of people
or 9hjects within the shot, the movement of the camera (tracking and pan-
ning ), movement created by mechanical devices within the camera (slow
_motion,_ fast -motion), or movement created by the. editing process.

Lighting is an important, but often unnoticed, element of filmmaking.
The- effects created by lighting do-much to create feelings in viewers. The
dark lighting of much of In Cold Blood helps convey the somber, tragic
mood of this film. The Cheerfulness of many moments in The Sound of
Music is reinforced by bright, sunlit scenes.

Color is an important element in films. The sepia and soft, amber tones
of Romeo and Juliet not only remind one of a Renaissance tapestry, but also
emit a warm, romantic feeling. In Women in Love there is a constant flow of
reds and oranges, deep hues and fleshy colors to give that film a lusty, sen-
suous feeling.

Finally, sound cannot be ignored. Most people recognize the musical
cliches that signal Indians on the horizon, cavalry coming through the pass,
the bad guy lurking in the bushes, or the monster rising from the sea. Music
can be so important that some films are remembered primarily for this
feature. This may be true of:BreakfasI at Tiffany's (Moon River) or Elvira
Madigan (a Mozart piano concerto). Also, background noises and dialogue
can be as important as music in achieving an effect.

The structural elements briefly discussed here are the backbone of the
newest basic skill. Once students begin to understand these elements and
how they are used, they will be on their way to visual literacy.

FOOTNOTES

'Martin A. McCullough, -Mass Media Curriculum: Fantasy or Reality?" Readings for
Teaching English in Secondary Schools, ed. Theodore W. Hipple (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1973), p. 234.

'2W. R. Robinson, ed., Man and the Movies (Beton Rouge, Louisiana- LOuisian
Univereity Press, 1967), p. 4. -

3Robert Gessner, The Moving Image: A Guide to Cinematic Literacy (New York: EP.
and Company, 1968), p. 18.
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EDWARD S. DER ON

..-QAVEATVIEWER: Developing Viewing Perceptions:

Charles Braverman's The Sixties ( amid Films), a compilation of
moments from the nineteen-sixties, is a gold mine for demonstrating pro-
paganda techniques and inculcating enlightened viewing habits. Before
showing the film, I ask my students what they would expect a film dealing
with the nineteen-sixties to be about. That is, what events and personalities
would they expect to be included? I have shown this film for the past five
years and I'm always amazed by how many students have almost no
recollection of that decade. Nonetheless, when members of an entire class
combine their recollections, they soon fill the blackboard with many of the
same incidents that Braverman included in his film.

After viewing the film, we look at the list on the board to see what Bra-
verman omitted. In my Long Island school district, some of my students are
perturbed that he did not include the Mets World Series victory. Discussing
why Braverman did not include that event can be of value. Students tend to
take a provincial view of life, and it can be beneficial to work at broadening
their perspectives.

Of greater teaching value is examining what Braverman included that
students would omit or alter. If this is a film that purports to portray the
nineteen-sixties, then events and personalities should be accorded the
proper time proportional to their importance. A student in 2076, after view-
ing this film, should have a somewhat accurate feel for the decade. Many
students believe that Braverman portrays the decade as being much too
violent a period. Indeed there are many scenes of the Vietnam war and civil
rights marches and college protests and assassinations. Theie Students
want to know why Braverman didn't include more scenes that depict the
decade in a happier light.

The Sixties is one of the most provocative films I have used, for as soon
as one student makes the above criticism, another student will counter that
the decade was basically a violent one and that that is why the film has
many violent moments. Moreover, other students will add that the film does
include happy moments and will cite as evidence the presence of scenes of
Woodstock, the Beatles, the twist,-and the moon launching. (Just as soon as
the moon shot is mentioned as a positive achievement, another student will
vehemently assert that that event was a negative achievement. Whatever
the relative merits of this event, this division can serve to illustrate the fact
that rarely in today's complex world are things black' or white, that there
are often at least two ways to look at the same incident.)

Students, nevertheless, are in agreement that the Beatles played an im-
portant role in the decade and they believe that including the Beatles helps ,

to add a more positive note. Someone will almost always add that Braver7
man should have devoted more time to the Beatles than he did. The Sixties
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is an excellent film to help students realize that an artist must be selective.
In a I5-minute film about the sixties, how much time should a filmmaker
who wants accurately to portray the period devote to the Beatles? Much as
students would like to say the entire 15 minutes, they are honest in their
responses. They do begin to appreciate the difficulties of a filmmaker en.
deavoring to accomplish what Braverman was aiming at. (Incidentally,
Braverman allotted 30 seconds to the Beatles.)

Besides the time allocated to various events, subject matter is obviously
Important. Braverman's segment of the Beatles shows them at a press con.
fe?ence. Although students will concede that Braverman's time allotment
for the Beatles is defensible, they find it extremely difficult to justify his not
including the Beatles at a concert A similar question of selection occurs in
Rraverman's inclusion of a segment of the so-called "Great Debates" be.
ween John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon. The segment selected is not a

scene from the actual debate, but the preparation for that event.
The Great Debates segment can lead to an investigation of what I think

is the most valuable aspect of the film for teaching purposes, a consideration
of objectivity in film documentaries. Spiro Agnew may be gone, but the
problem of media objectivity remains, and an intelligent viewing of The Six-
ties must examine the question of whether the film is objective. This is a
question that students never consider. Because media objectivity is such an
important matter and because it is a concept that is difficult to grasp,
teachers must exert especial care to render this subject intelligible. On this
subject, teachers should not overestimate their students' knowledge and
should not be afraid of moving at too slow a pace. I write on the blackboard,
Did Braverman intend to influence the viewer's judgment?" and "Did Bra.
verman intend not to influence the viewer's judgment?" Next to the first
sentence I write, "A subjective presee ltion," and next to the second I wiite,
"An objective presentation."

One method to lead students to an understanding of the concept of ob .
jectivity is to focus exclusively on the Great Debate segment, asking whether
Braverman was for or against Richard Nixon or whether it is impossible to
determine. Although many students affirm that there is no way to tell,
others believe that Braverman selected unflattering shots of Nixon. Such an
opinion is at least debatable. What is not debatable isthat Braverman did
select actual scenes from an event. Does a filmmaker have to select certain
shots of an individual to be objective? Isn't that kind of selectivity a form of
subjectivity? Moreover, who is to say what is or is not flattering?

To be used most effectively, The Sixties should be shown_three thrtes.
After a third viewing some students will be able to discern a very subtle kind
bf subjectivity. Braverman shows Nixon at his famous "final" presa con-
ference, the one in which he told reporters that they wouldn't have Nixon
to kick around anymore." Braverman then cuti to John F. Kennedy at the
Berlin wall. The transition, however, is not so innocent as the above descrip.
tion might seem. Between these two events Braverman indtdges_ in.,
cinematic manipulation. That is, while the screen shoWs the scene of Nixon
at his press conference, the sound track carries, for a few crucial seconds,



exuberant applause for Kennedy at Berlin. The effect, however, entirely un-
noticed on the conscious level by the untutored viewer of film, is to share in
wishing riddance to Nixon. The slant is difficult to detect, but unmistakably
present. This device is an eye-opener for many students, who seem for the
very first time to be aware of the powers and possibilities of a skillful film-
maker.

Although I find the above sequence to be the best for teaching ways in
which filmmakers may manipulate their audiences, there are other fine
scenes on which to dwell. There is, for example, a heartrending shot depict-
ing Biafran children. The faces of these unfortunate souls speak volumes. I
ask my students to state what Braverman had included immediately before
and immediately after that scene. (Before the second viewing, I instruct my
students to jot down all the events in order that Braverman selected.)
Nevertheless students are rarely able to answer the question accurately.
They respond that the shot before was of Robert Kennedy and the one after
was of Richard Nixon at a political rally. In fact, however, the shot just
before was a few seconds of white, with "nothing" being shown on the
screen. The effect of this technique is to cushion" the cut from Robert Ken-
nedy to the plight of the Biafrans. There is, however, no cushion between the
Biafrans and Nixon. His smiles and extravagances follow immediately. Is
Braverman's camera "talking" in these sequences? Students may differ in
their opinions, but they must consider what Braverman did and why he did
it. Moreover, they should consider the order of events. Would the viewer's
impressions have been any different if Braverman had had Nixon precede
the Biafrans and Kennedy follow? As Braverman filmed the sequence, does
the Biafran tragedy linger in the mind of the viewer, thus affecting his im-
pression of Nixon? Does a filmmaker take these questions into considera-
tion? Should he? These are the kinds of questions that should and must be
raised to foster the kind of awareness and sensitivity that our students must
develop if they are to be intelligent viewers, thinkers, and citizens.
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DOROTHY M. HILL

SHREDS AND PATCHES: Improvised Textbook

Few suburban school systems today can offer teachers an extended
composition curriculum budget; no urban ones can. Money to buy contem-
porary materials is less plentiful. Many teachers of language arts are given
some money to buy- film and tape for student use, hOwever. I suggest that
student films, slides, tapes, and writingresults and proof already of the
learning process--be used in turn to encourage new writing, to satisfy stu-
dents' hunger for relevance, and to help fill the curriculum gap.

Last year two of my senior English classes worked with cameras
purchased for them. We did two-partner films, slide-tapes expressing in-
dividual depth, and a "monster" movie which one 20-member class worked
on excitedly morning after morning at seven. (One reel of that film suffered
accidental death in a commercial developing machine.) In addition, by May
there was an assorted box of slides and film clipshall scenes, cafeteria and
stadium shots, pictures of parks and city streets and back yards.

I was looking for something new ter stimulate writing. All those scraps
ought to have some use, I thought. They did. With them we created a docu-
mentary of the just completed senior year.

First I gave the box of miscellaneous slidestaken at different times
for different reasons (photo essay, interview, exuberance at the first
snowfall --to two students, asking that they arrange the slides in an order
to suggest writing topics. They rejected many slides which were good photo-
graphs but not so evocative for them as others less well done. Adding back-
Kround music, Simon and Garfunkel's -Cathy's Song,"

And front the shelter ui nir tuind
Through the window of my eyes -
I gaz byond the railulreiwhed trees
To a land %%here my heart lies....

they created an experience for the other students, showing the slides with
the music. After the first showing, I asked the students in the two classes to
take notes as we looked at the slides againnotes about whatever memo-
ries, hopes, dreams came into their minds. After that they were free to write
whatever they chose, imposing structure on their ideas:- po-em, essay,
reminiscence, comment. During the two class periods that followed, as they .

wrote and rewrote, thw could use the projector in a corner of the room to
see again slides thel needed.

A few students tuned out the whole experience. The slides meant
nothing to them, they wrote; this was merely a collection of pictures. They

. had their chance to express dissent. Most, however, made some connection
with their environment or personal philosophy like this student's comment
on the students photographed outside the school:



Every day the sanw laces sit perched on the ruiliiig like hawks . Each tar the poten.
t ial in their faces seems to decrease.
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re urned the compositions marked with my comments as usual and turned
ny thoughts toward final exams.

But the ideas I had read in those papers stayed in my mind, probably
because commencement was imminent. The students who had written those
words and who circled the paths of the school on film would soon be a part
of history.

Reviewing the writing, I saw that the writers had focused on several
repeated subjects: the irrevocable past; separation pains; the tenuousness of
t he present. Many students were incredibly sensitive to the future. Some of
them wrote in aphorisms:

l'ht. past is the past. I no longer livr in it: I can only remember it..

I will break the bars that hold me btok atiti enter anodwr world with new mid
different kinds of bars.

I am alone now. I can no longer be dependent On IVOfiL LIse it) hink or decide for
me,

I never want p growing, experiencing and living life to its fullest....

I vont to make change. I want to make a iiiarkven though sometinws rd just like
!ti sleep and let the world go hy....

It's not the end of the worbl. just the nd of a part of my world...

I put together the compositions into a single script. There seemed to be
a pattern to the thoughts. At the approach of "the end," some students felt'
buoyant; some melancholy, They measured-the past.-They-needed -to-grow
They felt confident about the future, then afraid. They thought about death.

The seniors were now released from classes. I called back two boys and
two girls to read the script on tape. I corrected exams while they decided on
background music (Cat Stevens: -It's a Wild World"), portioned out parts
for each other, and made a tape, miraculously free of change-of-class bells
and public address announcements. It took them two hours, and then they
left to finish arrangements for graduation parties.

I still thought about the slides and films. Too bad we hadn't been able
to start it all earlier. Couldn't they be put together with the script? By .

chance another student returned to talk one afternoon. She had been one of
the most creative, and after hearing the tape she began arranging the slides
to fit it_ She returned again and again, studying, almost agonizing over the,
appropriate fit of words and pictures.

I was still copying grades when she brought in a friend from anOther
high school. Having had some training in film work, he helped her arrange
the film fragments into a sequence: They rejected the monster movie reel a
too artificial, then spliced and planned and spliced again.



We looked at the result; slides and film running with taped comments.
['hey liked it, but regretted that there was.not more film.

One more step. Instead of sitting in the audience at commencement, I
loamed around the balcony of Pittsburgh's Civic Arena, filming with a clas
camera the lines of seniors filing into the program area on the ground floor.
Adding this footage to the film reel we had spliced, I had enough film now
to run almost the whole time of the tape. The resultslides, tape, filmwas
a documentary that made a vivid and poignant comment on 1974-1975 at
Peabody High School.

I have already used this documentary for discussion and writing with
his year's seniors. The results have been equally interesting and immediate.

As one student said, -These slides really bring me face to face with the
future."

Of course the students this year, encouraged by what another class has
already done, will produce something different with their 1976 voice. Wbo
knows what response the 1976 voice, played back in 1977, will evoke?

We all know the power of the visual. That this power can aid the writ-
ing process is exciting. That the process of filming, viewing, and writing can
bring the students face to face with themselvesthis is what teaching writ-
ing is all about. These days, if such a process helps the curriculum budget in
even a small way by providing a sort of fluid textbook, it is practical as well.

I wonder if Pm in your poetry too
Dangling in between the lines
Like a memory
Of some long-ago poem
Written at some long-ago place

I wonder if my life and your words intermingle
Confusing themselves in the jangle
Sattefirig-thiilieeds
And running and jumping on some hallucinogenic playground
Falling, as if out of the sky
And occasionally, unintentionally,

finding the page.

Or perhaps like a vagrant you find me
Trespassing among the stanzas
And attempt to chase me away, almost

half-heartedly
Then just leave me there, attempting to

ignore me
And trying
To turn to another p



JANE BALES

110 Volt English Teaching

Filmmaking and other forms of visual expression may be employed in
he English curriculum in a variety ofwaysas an alternative to a composi-
ion or term paper, as a unit in a traditional English class or as an elective.

Visual expression lends itself well to the phase-elective program for a
semester or for nine weeks. This elective is particularly attractive to today's
gudents, who have grown up in a visual technological society. They are not
afraid of equipment. Many can express themselves in visual language better
than they can in oral or written language. In some cases, visual expression
helps them with other forms of communication, especially with the
organization of ideas.

Sorne school administrators may fear the cost of equipment or the cost
to the student. Most of our equipment was not purchased directly by the
school corporation. Our Super 8 camera (a Bal and Howell Filmosound
with single frame action) was a gift from a senior class. A second Super 8
camera, a gift from the 1973 seniors, will be purchased this year. Another
;enior class gift was the Kodak Super 8 projector. Videotape equipment was
purchased with money from a. faculty basketball game. A Kodak Ek-
tagraphic slidg projector was a gift from a local sorority. We have in addi-
tion, a Kodak Ektagraphic visualmaker to make slides, overhead, opaque,
filmstrip, and 16mm projectors, cassette and reel-to-reel recorders, record
players, a viewer, spficer, dry mount press, slide sorter, copy stand, etc.
Some students use their parents cameras. There is no lab- fee for the class,
but students pay for their own film and processing. Throughout the course'
some students spend as little as $5.00, some as much as_.$20.00.

Our filmmaking course (Media E435), a nine-week elective, enrolls
nainly juniors and seniors, some of whom have never held a camera; other

students have made several films. Many are creative; most are enthusiastic'.
---A11-6O-ii as possible, the camera is put into the hands of the students

who hold and operate it (without film). On the second day of class I explain
the camera and tripod to students. During the first week we take a film.

_walk, passing two cameras (the school's and my Kodak XL55) among the
students. Each student has an opportunity to shoot about ten feet of film,
striving for some kind of continuity. One boy shot circlescar tires, lifeke1 e7
wheels, man-hole covers, fire hydrants (from above), basketball hoops (from
below), cans (from the end), cylinders (with a girl looking through). Onestu-
dent tobk doors, another running water, another classmates on plaYground

Jqtdpment, another the backs of people's heads. These films were available
ihe socorid ire& for viewing and discussion.

To fulfill requirements for the class, each student must:
film and edit a three-minute Super 8 film complete with script or_

storyboard, credits, and sound;
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2. participate in two group projectsfilm walk and doodle film;
3. make a flip book;
4. read the text and pass a test on film terms;
5. complete a project from the following: Super 8 experimental film,

16mm scratch or doodle film, videotape of his own commercial or program,
zoetrope, slide-tape presentation, filmstrip with sound, photo essay,
transparency-overlay project; and

6. view and evaluate student films.

In the first weeks of the class, students read the textbook, Larsen's Young
Klmmakem which has an excellent glossary. I give a test on film terms
before the half-way point in the class. Students must retake the test until
they make an adequate score. attoed papers on film time, film tips, and
camera and credit helps are distributed.

The first individual assignment is to make a simple flip book. A small
blank booklet of 20 or 30,stapled pages is given each student, who uses a
nylon-tipped pen to draw simple items which seem to move when the pages
are flipped. This exercise resulted in the following: a clock with moving
hands, a dancing girl, a growing flower, a running lady bug, words writing
themselves. This activity helps students with handdrawn films and anima-
tion.

The second project for the class involves making a 16mm film without a
camera. This is done by scratching the emulsion from black exposed film or
by marking with ink and pens, brushes, sponges, etc. or by transparency-
marking fine-tipped pens on clear acetate film or on exposed fihn which has
been bleached. Free used 16mm film is frequently available from television
stations or from athletic departments. For *bleaching film one should work
outside, wear rubber gloves, and use a plastic bucket for the bleach; then
one wipes the film with a rag, rinses in a bucket of lukewarm water, and

--wipes-again:-Level-top desks are then placed side by side, and film is strung
over these and through film jigs. Film jigs can be made from cardboard with
dittoed papers indicating frames glued to them (use rubber cement). Each
student has ten feet of film. Before creating our own films; we see Norman
McLaren's hand-drawn films and films students have made in previous
classes. The results may be a ball getting larger or smaller, vertical lines
becoming closer or wider, frogs leaping or waving, stick figures turning
somersaults, words printing themselves, gulls flying, etc.

Throughout the nine weeks we see and discusi as many films as poasi-.

ble. We discuss content and technique. Braverman films are used to ac-
quaint students with kinestasis. The Refiner's Kre, a student-made rental
film shows animation techniques. We rent some films; Basic Film Terms: A
Visual Dictionary is the most helpful of these rented films. We also use free
films; the best are from the Canadian Consulate. We use student-made
films from Kodak and those from former student&

The main project of the class, a Super 8 film, may be a narrative film
based on literature, for example, Beowulf-The Little Girl and the Wolf" by
James Thurber, "Isabel" by Ogden Nash; students may compose their Own



original scripts for this assignment. For example, students may produce a
documentary of a person (such as a person in a retirement home or a cross
country runner) or a place (such as Louie's Candy Shop) or a subject (such
as Arthur Barron used in "Birth," "Death," "Essay on Loneliness") or an
event (such as a rock concert). Students may, as an alternative, create a
film-essaya mood film based on a poem (such as one by Leonard Cohen or
Pablo Neruda), or of a person (such as a child), or of a place (such as a
cemetery or a river), or an idea (war and death should be avoided) or of a
thing (such as a bull-dozer). Students may shoot with regular motion, slow
motion (fast shutter), pixilation, kinestasis, or many forms of animation
puppet, torn paper, clay, cel animation. (Making It Move is an excellent
book on animation and pixilation.) Before students write scripts, they are
shown sample scripts from former students and professionals. (I use Bar-
ron's script from "Parker Addison, Philosopher".) They are given
storyboard forms and are encouraged to study such traditional comic strips
as "Mary Worth" and "Steve Canyon" for storyboard techniques. They are
shown how to make and use narration frames.

I alert students to common errors in filmmaking, such as panning too
fast, trying to synchronize sound and lip movement (nearly impossible with
Super 8), shaking the camera (encourage use of tripod ), overuse of zoom, too
little planning (follow storyboard or script), inadequate light, and inade-
quate time allowance.

Experimentation is encouraged. A student electing to do a whole ex-
perimental film may simulate a flight and landing of a plane, or he may
shoot a film while riding a rninibike or a merry-go-round. He may try pixila-
tion (making inanimate objects move) or experiment with various tracking
and dollying shotsbeing pulled on a blanket, in a wagon, moved on a bicy-
cle, or in a wheelchair.

Students electing slide-tape projects are encouraged to go beyond the
---usUal 'putting -pictUre-to-a -song presentation. I encourage them to-take-trig:

inal slides when possible, except where they want unusual pictures from
magazines or slides of fine art. An inexpensive way to make credits'is to
scratch exposed slides, or draw on clear slides, or type on frosted slides.
Narration slides can be made by using black-and-white film, photographing
typewritten lines, and using the negative; the result is white lettering on
grey background. Spoken narration over music is superior to music only.
Narration may be completely original or coupled with the paetry and prose
of others.

Students who elect filmstrips may have a specific use in mind, such as
making a filmstrip of simply-drawn objects accompanied, by a foreign
language word for use with beginning language classes. (A filmstrip on how
to make filmstrips is available from International Film Bureau in Chicago.)
We buy our frosted blank filmstrip, but make our own filmstrip jig that
shows the students where to mark frames. We also made a desktop unit with
a tilted top containing glass with a light beneath. The student marks
"Start" on frame two, "Focus- on frame six. The filmstrip begins with a ti-
tle frame on frame seven. The student draws, paints, or types on the frosted
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side. Water soluble oil paint (such as Pentel ) works well. He may paint on
two filmstrips and put the frosted sides together for a three-dimensional
effect. Bits of colored gelatin, leaves, etc may also be used.

Students who elect a transparency project, consisting of script and pic-
ures, use overlays or roll-type transparencies.

Students are encouraged to mix mediato use slides, transparencies
and tapes, to do a live dance or simple drama with a slide and music back-
ground, to use black light, strobe light, or mirrors (to deflect images), to use
multiple screens, screens made of collages, or rear screens (a screen for rear
projection may be made from a frosted plastic shower curtain or table
cloth).

Videotape projects, informational or creative, may be made of original
commercials, excerpts from existing stories (The Porta-Pak was used to do
the tree scene from A Separate Peace), or interviews.

A zoetrope may be simply made to help students understand the con-
cept of still objects seeming to move. A cardboard strip is slotted, and a sim-
ple design is drawn on one side. It is mounted on a record turntable (design
on inside). When the record player is turned on and one looks through the
slots, the drawn object seems to move. (The zoetrope is explained in Making
It Move.)

All projects are shown to the class, discussed, and evaluated. For the
Super 8 films, students use evaluation sheets to judge the films. They are
ated on content, technique, and overall effect. Students consider the use of

the camera, the originality of credits (not merely lettered on cardboard),
and the quality of the sound track.

We take field trips to tour a television station in a nearby city, to the
studio of an independent filmmaker, and to the radio-television station at
the local college.

Our state has an annual Media Fair, where students may enter films,
T4lid-e-tapes, and other work for judging:Ort the basis of this judgingour stu-
dents were asked to show films at the Indiana Film Council Conference.

John Carlisle, a professor at Purdue-Calumet, hosts a television show,
"Filmmakers' Showcase," and encourages students to send their films for
showing. Students are invited for taped interviews for t,hese programs. Five
shows this year were devoted to films and interviews of our students.

This year students helped me conduct a children's filmmaking
workshop as part of a children's art workshop in the county arts festival.
One evening the community center in a nearby city invited students and me
to show and explain students filmmaking. We show films as part of a dis-
play night at our school. These film showings help acquaint the public with
the creative ways students express themselves visually.

FilmmakMg is not an easy class. Students must plan carefully and
must communicate well. They must plan their films to have logical begin-
nings, middles, and endings. Point of view (camera angle) and transitions
(from shots and sequences) must be developed. _

Teachers shouldn't worry if they don't know all the answers, since they
can usually find answers in many good resource books. The main requisites



for the teacher and the student are interest and enthusiasm. This article
should provide everything you wanted to know about teaching filmmaking
if you were afraid to try.
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SHIRLEY J JONES

Stimulating .Creativity in the Classroom

Why Man Creates amid Films, Inc., color, 25 minutes) is an ex-
cellent film for introducing college freshmen to their own talents for creat-
ing intellectually exciting or humorous, well-structured themes by provid-
ing a stimulus for discussion and writing.

Although I stress the rules of grammarrequiring that students read
and use a handbook to help them write and later to correct or to rewrite
their themesI prefer to stimulate their imaginations before I offer them
structured patterns for developing their expository essays. We do many ten-
minute writing exercises throughout the semester; they are the only writings
we do for the first couple of weeks of classes. On the fourth or fifth class ses-
sion, I show Why Man Creates.

The film is divided into eight parts, of which the first four are an outline
fru- creating generally, but which I apply directly to writing. Part one is "The
Edifice" the idea; part two, "Fooling Around-; part three, "Work: The
Process"; and part four, "The Judgment".

These four parts parallel the same four steps the writing student must
follow: (1) finding and limiting his topic; (2) deciding upon his point of view
by visualizing his audience and by deciding what question he will answer;
(3) assembling and organizing his ideas; and finally (4) editing and cri-
tically evaluating his finished work.

"The Edifice" explores man's ideas from the beginning of Western
thought. This animated section, which begins with primitive man making
his first communicative gunts and his first attempts to band together for
greater strength, rapidly runs through man's developing ideas through the--
centuries, arriving in the present age with man, hidden within the polluted
air, standing at the top of a huge mound of junk, coughing profusely 'and ---

crying, "Help!"
In the discussion which follows the film, I ask the students how they

feel about this view of the modern world, whether they feel it is too
pessimistic, how they feel about inheriting such a world. The topic this leads
us into is, of course, pollution. We discuss how and why such a situation waS
allowed to develop, which-introduces many students to the idea of Progress
and to our culture's unlimited faith in science to produce a utopia"the
best of all possible worlds--and to correct or to balance any adverse effects,
modern inventions might have on the environment. In one exercise they
must list some product or habit or convenience that they would be willing to
give up so that their children might also enjoy a beautiful world. At a late'r
time I ask them to write, as an exercise which receives a grade, their view of
the world of the future. This last assignment actually sprang out of my ir-
ritation with an entire class that, assigned to have read *an article
"Apocalypse Chic" in Newsweek (February 17, 1975), could riOt tell-me the

_



meaning of "apocalypse." Their thane could be in the form of a straight
prophecy (I predict), a newspaper article, an essay, a play, a poem, or a short
story. It could be as long as it needed to be; but unless it was a poem, it had
o be at least a paragraph of two hundred words.

Part two, "Fooling Around," convinces most students that this film Is
fun and that creating often involves presenting the unexpected. Since most
of my students have just been through their first registration day, they relate
knowingly to the representation of man as a programmed robot who re.
sponds to his many numerical identification "tags." I can ask them to write
of situations in which they have felt themselves to be programmed robots.
Or instead we can discuss the importance of numbers in their lives, of the
significance of "being number one," of being -second best" or of the signifi.
cance of such "magic" numbers as three, seven, or thirteen. Then I ask them
to write about the significant number (or numbers) in their lives.

Part three, "Woik: the Piocess," depicts beautifully all that on English
teacher preaches regarding organizing and building a theme. In this section
an "artist" works with styrofoam blocks, many sizes, which fall, float away,
even repel each other. His "creations" collapse repeatedly. One collapse -
causes his arm to gp through one block; thus he is inspired and quickly and
deftly assembles his "work of art."

These styrofoam blocks symbolize both the materials for writing an
the writer's ideas. That is, they are the words, the sentences, and the
paragraphs that a writer builds with in constructing a theme; or they are the
ideas the wxiter tries to fit together to communicate his thoughts to others to
elicit a desired response.

Alone, this gem of clarity would be a boring harangue endured wearily
by harried students. But presented in the context of this original and im-
aginative film, the "work process" is recognized as a creative process shared

_ by all men. The recognition_of the student's own _latent talents frenuentlY
worlo as en incentive to experiment with ideas. For those students who
already have confi
intoxicant.

Part four, "The Judgment," depicts manifold reactions to, the artist's
creation, presenting mainly hostile criticism: and the artist attired in,
cowboy boots arid black hat, is literally shot down.

I've asked myself repeatedly, "Wily doesn't this section kill the stu-
dents incentive?" for certainly such criticism of their own endeavors is ex-
actly what they, as students, have been receiving for years. The answer must
be the students' evaluations of their efforts and of their finished work -are
different from the critical comments made by the individuals in the
The students, as I do, recognize that the artist has crested a work of bal-
anced parts, one which makes a statement as only he might say it.

Part five, "A Parable," emphasizes the worth of individual exPresaion.
A ping-pong ball reject becomes symbolic of a Christ-like figure about Whici
legends and myths arise. This section, then, reinforces the studeane de
inination to express their ovm creativity.

dence in their imaginative powers, the film works as an --
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Though we discuss the parable, it is not until later in the semester that
I make an assignment that might initiate the writing of parables. In the con-
tinuing discussion of language, I introduce something I found in Willard R.
Espry's The Game of Words (Grosset and Dunlap, 1972) entitled "Anguish
Languish- written by Professor Howard Chase whose hobby is that of
reproducing folk tales in his unique "anguished" language, including the
"mural" of each tale (pp. 48-49). I have, on occasion included Maurice Sen-
dak's A-erre: A Cautionary Tale (Harper and Row, 1962) which also has a
moral. When comparing the similarity between these tales and the parable
in the film viewed earlier in the semester, the students begin to see the
didactic nature of a variety of literary forms. When asked to write a respon-
sive exercise to our exploration of the moral tales, some students produce
their own moral tales.

As one of my objectives in a writing course is to introduce the students
by short ungraded exercises to the various techniques of developing ideas,
the students feel free to experiment with the techniques in this short form.
These papers are marked and commented upon by me and corrected and
often improved by the students. Such work is time consuming, but I'm con-
vinced that it gives students the confidence to experiment when they are
writing for a grade, for there is, in general, a brightened quality in the later
themes.

Part six, -A Digression," is a spot reminder, given by a snail, that the
history of man is a record of change. This digression is, in effect, a summary
of part one and acts as a bridge to part seven.

But I use -digression" first for an early exercise done as homework.
The student sits in a busy place; he may be watching television at home
where he is relaxing, but he has with him pen and paper. As his mind is
pulled away from the main activity, or as thoughts spring to past ex-
periences, he jots down his mental responses to his surroundings. He needs
to allow at least 20 minutes for this exercise. Finished, the paper is a record
of digressions; and the student learns he has experimented with stream of
consciousness writing.

Another exercise related to this follows soon afterwards. For it I use
Henry Reed's -Lessons of War: The Naming of Parts" and a short (60-80
words), well-chosen paragraph from the handbook, one which is giving
directions for creating a unified paragraph. (A sneaky way to drill!) As they
do not see the poem's structure, reading the poem bewilders many students.
In discussion, they quickly grasp an understanding of its pattern. We th-
look at the unity of a well-structured paragraph that uses a topic senteh,
and that links its sentences through a transitional device and the usioI
reference pronouns. I then give them a writing exercise using the paragraph
chosen for drill as -a cage of form" in which they entrap their own thoughts
which spring froth work associations. They must keep the exact wording and
punctuation .of the enclosing paragraph, but they pay insert sentences,
clauses, or phrases within parentheses at any place in the sentence. Or they
can insert a sentence between sentences. Such good results have come from
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this exercise that I now give grades for it. It is excellent for teaching stu-
dents to cut, for many imaginative students do too much digressive associat-
ing and end up with a -mound of junk" rather than caged digressions.

Part seven, "The Search," is an in-depth look at several scientific
research projects that have spanned decades, a sobering reminder for the
students that work, often drudging work, follows after the initial idea or in-
spiration. As the semester advances, their thoughts must surely return to
this section of the film, for as one student said, -All we do is write and write
and write some more. It gets boring correcting my own papers.-

Part seven might suggest the research paper taught in the second
semester classes. In the first semester, however, I do require some author
research for the themes of interpretation. Less formal "research7 techniques
for writing are, of course, journal keeping and brainstorming. Brainstorm-
ing as a class on a non-word that the students agree on and then define or
describe, with each student contributing some Information,- teaches not
only organization but a method of researching a topic as well. Brainstorm-
ing was taught to me; I teach it to each of my freshmen classes, using it for
an in-class theme, but allowing complete out-of-class rewrites for any paper
that is not "A" work. Herein lurks the drudgery that follows the inspiration.

Finally, part eight, the conclusion, answers the posed question -Why
does man create?" with the simple -To say I AM." As beautifully imagina-
tive as the rest of the film, the concluding section uses pictures of art treas-
ures and artifacts of past and present cultures. Since I require my students
to write about topics they have selected and for which they are to assume a
rhetorical stance; the cumulative effect of Why Man Creates is very poig-
nant. If they had not realized it before, they soon discover that they are writ-
ing -This is who I am." One older student observed with an amazed won-
derment that a composition class requires a very personal relationship be-
tween students and teacher for the student exposes his very soul. For any
student who discovers how to speak in his own voice, composition is a course
in self-revelation.

The saying -A picture is worth a thousand words" holds more truth
than ever before, for we are now working with a generation of students
oriented to visual communication, being accustomed to seeking the televi-
sion for both relaxation and information. Thus, the film, Why Man Creates,
remains an invaluable source of reference for me throughout the semester.

28



JILL P. MAY

Fit -s _or Children

Many teachers of the language arts wish to use films with their pupils.
Since these teachers do not have media reviews and preview mat&rials
readily available, they find annotated lists helpful.

For several years I have been teaching -Media for Children," the re-
quired literature course for future elementary teachers and media
specialists at Purdue University. I have compiled the following list of films
in connection with this course.

These films have been reviewed in professional media journals and
recommended for school or library use; most of them have been used with
children in order to judge the films' appeals. My viewing of these films leads
me to believe that they will be valuable in the language-arts classroom. All
films suggested may be previewed before purchase.

'.4t-ww ii, Mc San. 12 minutes, color, Texture Films, 1600 Broadway, New York, New
York 10019. $165,00. grades 2-6. This striking film is based on American Acoma Indian
mytholou, and is a useful introduction to the subject of Pueblo Indian life. The film shows an
Indian village. Indians working at traditional tasks, and young boys playing stick games. The
illustrations are geometric, mul reflect authentic Indian art interpretations of their life.
Because the film is complex in theme and stark in presentation, it is best used after reading
the Caldeeott award book also created by McDermitt. Indian music dominates the sound
track, with only the main character, an Indian lad speaking his lines.

Ne loon!. 26 min.. color. Stouffer Productiona. Hox 15057. Aven. Colorado NI 611.
$350A/0. grds. 2-high school. Bighorn sheep are beautifully photographed in the Rocky
Mountains in this well-produced explanation of their life cycle and nature habitat. Because
many other nuimals have been introduced through the informative narration and photogra-
phi:. it is an excelleut film to use within nature and enviroumental units.

Tla. Com' of the EIVIY1101 11w.k. 17 min_ color, Learning Corporation of America, 1350
Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 100i 9, $265.00. grds. preschool-IL This mystery
is fun for all, whether they live in the inner city or not. Gilbert. the young Black who plays
detective, is tea listically played, and the duck he is helping is a natural. Although the film
does show som of the aegative sides of housing projects, the overall picture is a laisitive One,
showing the Black ghetto family in a happy situation. Because the story is based on a book, the
film could be used to owourag remling. But it would be equally useful in social studies or
when discussing pets,

liever, lliktlehi: A -komiltepa Tole. 12 min., color. Coronet. 65 East South Water Street,
Itirago, Illinois 60601, $155.00. grds. prischool-4. 'rhe Japanese folktale of a young lad who

.s logic to Outwit a rival chieftain is retold with liMy wooden puppetry, excellent back-
_ground music. and good narration. The story is very useful in curriculum units concerning
either Japanese cultnie fir math -. In the kiiry dui young herti-SYStenuitiCallY-winii-butties-by--
dexvloping conmpts of measurement and (if gravity.
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Fictiin FricinaL Is min.. color, Cellar 1)oor Cinema, Drawer P. Oswrville, Cape Cod,
Massachusetts n25titi. $275.00, all ages. is a fun way of introducing the au-
dience to the public lil ,rv. its materials, and staff. Totally entertaining, the film was pro-
duced in a small library, using its staff and local children. The children are real rascals, and
the antics depicted wild. This would be a great film to share with librarians and teachers since
it captures the energy of normal children.

'The Baum Maw. 25 min., color. ['Malik! FilnIS, KA. 10-K Santa Monien, Caliloriiia
90406, $325.00. grds. 4-high school. 17w Happy Priam. won the gold medal at the Atlanta In-
ternational Film 1.estival and the silver plaque at the Chicago International Film Festival, It
is a vividly animated reflection of an Oscar Wilde literary fairy tale. The music used. includ.
log a wonderful children's choir, is excellent. It draws the viewer into the story, and helps him
to soar with the little swallow in the otherwise visual scenes. Because of Wilde's language and
theme it is best used with older children or young people studying fiction styles.

Hopscotch, 12 min.. color, Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90069, $150.00, grds K-4. Sound effects and simple animation are used to create the
story of three thildren, two good friends and a third child, who would like to play with them.
The production strives to lose all racial and sexual sterertypesthe two good friends are a
purple girl (with black features) and a pink boy, while the new child is a green boyin order
to relate the message that it is most important to be oneself when seeking friends. It would
easily lead into a discussion of shyness, materialism, and role playing.

The Legend of Jahn Ilemy. 11 min., color, Pyramid, $i4a).00. grds. 4-junior high. This
1974 film won ten awards including ii Best of the Year award from Learning Magazine in
cooperation with the Educational Media Producers Council_ By synchronating the animation
with Roberta Flack's sung scum, John Henry's hammer conies alive. It is the overall effect of
sight and sound that makes the film an important medium. With middle grades it could be
used to introduce the American hero tale or folk ballads. Older children would enjoy it as part
of history or as a medium which recreates literature in a meaningful way.

'The Legend ti Paul linnyan,1:1 min., color, INTamid. WOOL grds. 4-junior high. The
of Paul Bunyan is a real yarn as told by a Scandinavian mountain man, and is much

more lively than most folklore presentations. The aninuition and story will especially appeal
to middle grade boys, but can be used with all children from the intermediate gradea through
junior high. It won the CINE Golden Eagle award.

Me and Vail Konganni, 19 min., color. Learning Corporation of America, $265.00, gds.
Mi. Joey, an orphaned kangaroo, is the real hero in this film, Set in Australia. this is the story
ii Joey'S 71dOptioli hy I) young boy about ten years old. The companionship of boy and pet is
-tressed, and the problems that arise are realistic. Although Joey loves the boy, he is still a
:urge wild animal unschooled in the ways olvivilixation. His sometimes rowdy behavior makes
it necessary For the boy to set hint free in the wilds or Australia. The film is beautifully photo-
graphed and is told maialy through roxlieS rather than dialogue, It could be used in a variety
or ways: Hs a background to a study of Australia, as an example or the harm guns can do, and
as a reminder that sonie wild animals were not really meant to he pets, but are happiest in
their natural habitat. It is an exceptionally good film to use with older childien since it easily
%it stimulate emwersation on a variety of topim

Tlw Male and ihr amq, Sim; 8 min., color, MeGraw.liill Films 1221:Avenue of the
Arrericals,,Ney/York, NeKXork10020, $115.00, grds, preschool-4. The mole and his problem =
of replacing a fallen star arecainured With humor and love intliiiiTSWfili`n7,ThTlitilirale,----

_ who may be seen in other McGraw-Hill Mina, is never given the power of speech. But taxman'-

r.-
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nerisrns and moods are so well portrayed in this animated film that the viewer sympathizes

with his plight. The only drawback in the film is that the star looks more like a glowing ball

than a part of the heavens. This non-narrated film was first produced in Czechoslovakia, and

is a definite contrast to kmerican popular animation. It would be a good film to use when dis-

cuing Czechoslovakia, spring cleaning, or friendship.

on Yi,nr Way in Schind. min.. color, McGraw-Hill, $125.00. grds. preschool.4. The

theme of becoming aware of your own environment is excellently portrayed in this film by

using the daily travels of a young girl walking her city route to school and taking note of her

surroundings. The narration, singing, and art work are all done by children and are all ear-

nest expressions of their feelings. Although the singing may seem a bit off key to adult ears, it

will be enjoyed by children. A good film to use in art or social studies, as well as in urban

schools_

The Painting Ship. 13 min,. color. Weston Woods, Weston, Connecticut 06880, $120.00.

eras i-junior high. This film is well worth the money since it can be used with a variety of

children in a variety of subjects. Although its main focus is on the creative endeavors and self-

expressions of a group of children, it also is a good introduction to Holland, and to the idea of

a free school_ The real scenes are excellently captured, including an old couple dancing in a

picturesque park.

1i min.. color, Connecticut Films. 6 Cobble Hill Road, Westport, Connectiozt

06880. $155.00. grds. 1-4. This Italian film is a boldly animated non-narrated interpretation of

the Italian Punch. Because of the bold color techniques and fight scenes, it may confuse the

very young. It is an artistic combination of folklore, art, and classical music.

RiAI Thumb. Lill Thumh, 9 min., color, Oxford Films, 1136 North Las Palmas Avenue,

Los Angeles, California 90038, $125.00, grds. K-3. A somewhat umealistic story of a small

Spanish speaking boy who knows what corners to turn to go to the grocer, but cannot remem-

ber which direction to turn, is convincingly portrayed by the acting of the main character and

his friend. The film is an excellent illustration of a child's ability to follow instructions, and of

his sense of pride in independence. Because the story shows the inner city, it would be a valua-

ble addition to most city systems.

Sznitin,en's Ark. 47 min, color, Caroumel Films, 1501 Broadway, New York, New York

10036, $565.00, grds. 3.9. If you're rich, here's the place to put your money! Produced in 1973,

this is a great story of two boys and their deaire to create something. The acting is realistic, and

the Spanish Harlem scene well portrayed. Santiago is a typical boy who could live anywhere,

but who lives in a ghetto. Becausethe people have a community spirit, the movie could be used

to show similarities between inner city and suburban life. The film also would be useful when

studying human relations creative activities, and family life styles.

The Selfihh Ginn& 27 min., color, Pyramid, $025.00, grds. 4-high school. Oscar Wilde's

literary fairy tale, The Sr/fish Ginn/, is beautifully retold in this animated version. Became

the tale contains not only the moral lesson that we only gain a cold emptiness when we hoard,

but also Home religious in, hliClitt of Christ's power and of life after death, it is a film best

used with older children, i ould he used not only in the school curriculum, but also with

older people and with religious groups.

'Suht, 13 min., color, Pyramid, $200.00, grds. 5-adult. Sok isa Winner of 12 international

ds including the C1NE Golden eagle. It ie a breathtaking represeritation of the lonely as-

-cent of a mountain climber. Actually it was' filmed on 21 climb's in the United States_ttn

Cenada,-but flawlexis editing haa treated thceffect of one long, yigorous climb folloried

-- joyous and speedy deneent. There is no narration, only-the soun natUre, tbsrhdOt
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backvound music. But there is a d finite plot and thememan's desire to conquer nature
..ithout ruining Rs beauty.

'This Twin, 5 min color, Perspective Films, 369 West Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois
60610, $90.00, grds. 3-up. This Twin is a classic film that chows a night train rolling down the
tracks in its majestic but lonely trip to another place. This Twit, is also a civil rights song; it is
hauntingly sung by Big Bill Brooezy for the film_ The tctal effcct is v.ell worth chiming; it is
short and open ended enough to be viewed in several subject areas_ Because of its theme it
could best be used to discuss the freedom movement with older childreh. But it would he
worthwhile to show when discussing train travel. the underground railroad or folksongs.

'Thoroughbred. 22 min., color, Pyramid, $300.00, grds. 4-10. Theirmighbied will be tIK
useful 20 years from its release in 1974. Produced in Canada, it is the non-narrated story or a
race horse from birth until his first ram. The gay banjo music and male humming aid
beautiful shots of a young colt growing up. The auction sequence should he extremely interest-
ing since few children ever attend stock auctions. The total film would be useful when discuss-
ing horses, spectator sports, or nature. Because no story is told it would he valuable to LISe as
stitnahis to a creative writing assignment.

Three Little Rabbits, 6 min color, Learniug Corporation of America. $120.00, g ds. K.4.
Three little rabbits tell a magpie they plan to eat wolf meat and start a forest uproar in this
clever and colorful animated film. The film shows how gossip grows since each character's_
description of the rabbits becomes more bizarre. It is an entertaining short film that will ap-
peal to very young children, and could be used to suggest that events are not always as
frightening as we Imagine them to be. It is also a good modern tall tale which could be shareil
in a language arts session,

The Three Rabbent, 6 min., color% Weston Woods, $120.00, grds K-6._ What fun! The
Three &Mem is a non-narrated animated version true to the picture book by mini lingerer.
Thu sound is all done with humorous sound effects created by a male voice. Younger children
will enjoy this as an introduction to Ungerer's picture books. Older children will see the
slapstick humor in the combination of sound effects and cartoon-like animation.

The Velveteen Rabbit, 19 min, color. 1S13 Production. IMO Monaco Drive. Pacific Pali-
sades, California 90272. $295.00, gals K-4. A delightful rendition of a sentimental' literary
fairy tale, this film creates a real mote. The Velveteen Rabba's book format is old fashioned
and,uninteresting. In contrast, the film carefully reproduced the text through live avatar and
well-done narration. The photography and dialogue are excellent. Overall, the filmed version
is enchanting to young children. While the nursery fairy may be a bit much for adults, she is as
real to children watching as is the Velveteen Rabbit. It can best be used to introduce the liter-
ary fairy tale, or to begin discussion of friendship and of reality.

&Wel: tlw anal, 20 min., color, Weston Woods. $:12.).00, grds. ;Mach aw Goat is
Well-produced live action film which depicts one of Isaac Singer's excellent -lewish folktaks.
The goat seems to be a natural actor, and the young boy is realistically portrawl, Although
the story Moves slowly at times, it will appeal to older children and is a good introduction to
European folklore.

*NOTE; ()unite dingshould not d curriculmn u



KEN DONELSON

A BASIC LIBRARY OF SHORT FILMS:
50 Suggested Titles

I suppose the two most obvious and frequent questions asked about
using short films in English classes are (1) why use films at all? and (2) how
do you use films?

Why use films? Maybe because they are there, maybe because short
films really can turn kids on (yes. I know that some films won't, especially
things like Oliver Wendell Holmes Country and Outlining Will Make You a
Better Writer and Our 1%riend, The Introductory Adverbial Clause or A
Tdp Through Aincluation Lazulbings like that bore kids, but films
aren't all like that), maybe because films are great levelers and slow kids
can often compete successfully with bright kids when films are viewed and
discussed, maybe because films are great for initiating discussions, maybe
because films introduce life dnd reality and controversy into classrooms,
maybe because----becauseand more becauses. Films are ways of looking, of
seeing, of noticing, of entering, of becoming. Films offer one way ofentering
and accepting illusions, and illusions sometimes can lead to truths greater
than anything accessible through mere facts. The world of films is the world
created by the "seeer" in which he becomes part of the seen; a world of two-
dimensions which the viewer can enter with his/her four-dimension mind.
Maybe most important of all, films are fun, they are enjoyable, and isn't
that the major reason we like to read books or do almost anything, because
we get pleasure of many different kinds and degrees through the mental and
emotional stimulation of something that deeply involves us?

How do we use films? Well, how does anyone use a poem? Or a tape
recording? Or a short story? Or a newspaper'? Or anything at all? How do we
use anything that tells about man's stupidity and nobility and cupidity and
fallibility and gullibility? We begin by finding out what the thing is (the
kind of film, the idea or thesis or point or truths or ambiguities it contains,
the problems we'll face in wrestling with it in class) and then we'll try to
find some context for using it, assuming we like it enough ourselves to want
to devote time to it. Films are like any other form; they can be used in and of
themselves, as parts of a unit, as some facet or other of an elective, of ex-
emplications or amplifications of some experience we'd like ow students to
have. In short, they are as useful as any other art form, no more, no less,
limited in value and use only as far as the teacher is limited in imagination
end knowledge of teaching and:. students. Films can be used to teach
literature or composition or vistial literacy. The _boundary, and the only
boundary, of film teaching is the teacher's scope and innovation and im. _

agination.
I've been teaching a course in short films and the teaching or EngliWItT

Arizona State University for four years, and during that time my class and I
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have watched and criticized about 600 films. Additionally. I must have seen
at least 2,000 more films during those four years, both to help me to select
new films for the summer class and to allow me to review films for a couple
of journals. Below. I offer what I think are the basic 50 films for any film
cooperative or school district, films of padicular value to English teachers.
I'm aware that my choices are highly subjective (so is any list of anything
recommended to anyone), but I do believe that English teachers ought to
know these films. To know them, I believe, is to realize the values of short
aims and to recognize the potential of short films for English classes.

AM.! KiNi 14 minutes. color, Franciscan Ctimmunications Center. rt'iital 815 00. A
mom boy gets a shotgun. his first, for his twt4ifth birthday, alitl he mai his father set offOn the
first day of rabbit hunting. The boy learns that taking the life of an animal is a sPtple but
painful event,

.4i*. 20 min_ color, Arthur Barr Vroductions. rental 8200). Set in the near future, the film
shows an Earth corrupted mul contaminated by air pollution. A man establishes an ark, a
sanctuary, for animals ami birds and himself. but he learns that other men will not tolerate n
safety island that keeps other things in hot themselves out. A controversPI and biting

/Wit.; Adagio, 10 min_ color. Pyromiid Films. rental 815.1)0. A Norman McLaren film
that's sorely proof or quality) with two ballet tiantvrs exalting life. A gorgeous film.

The Bass Fahltr. 28 min_ black and white. Contemporary. Films. rental 820.00. The
Chekhov short story Mann a musician and a lady who lost. their clothes and wander around
looking for clothing. A very loony and quite unsalacions film.

Wry. 17 min., b&w. Film Images, rental SI 5,00. Some fruglinited hunters
go off for a day away front an even more frustrating office life and bag no game at all. just a
runaway car. Something of ets111eti of The 111/%11111 and a nice satire on conwmpornry life,

tall(

1110.1% 19 min.. color. Contemporary. rental sn.on. Blake is very ii ih an individualist .
flying all over Canada in his primitive plane and doing whatever pleases him. Astory abont a
character with illararter.

Hari f. 27 ntin., color. INTanin al s25.00. An excii ing reading of Havers music by
Zuhin Melvin and the Los Angeles Philharmonic is preceded by interviews with same of the
musicians, A lovely film. Not your t4!4)mstia1, ,,rafisy.juuk, slam

A h Tide. 01 uuiin.. 1)&w, Contemporary, remit! :stiPAlti, A man inempts to sit on 11
Chair aml the chair refuses to be SO Used, A simple and very funny premise turns into a truly
great film about whatever y-tin want to make of ita battle between the sexes. the problems of
communication. en%

Mr Chicken, 15 min,. h&w, Contemporary. rental $1700. A French family seleehi a bird
for Sunday dinner. the 5011 WallIs to keep the moster as 11 pel: 111111 he trk.s to etalyitwe his
father that the 141141sler js 1V111 I o dacken anti therelly tin eWayer ;mil therefore an evoimmie
uorihwhile ohiem Very homy. touching, alld truly warm filtm

Thiqhm nib 0..P:-.41)4 Chia; Sf ant
film about halums and their beliefs atal limo Ives and religimoi. Ripta Wally phOtagrapheil

" -
.11111 deeply IMP& 411g.
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min.. mlnr. MaSS Media Assamiates. rental $171.00. During World

War I I. a group of tits are rounded up for execution_ Om man breaks away from the

:4roup awl flees. He tics a rms. around his neck. attaches it to a wagon. and as the soldiers
tome near. frightens the hOrWS and the wagon takes off. strangling him to death. A film about

wan's right i t , his ,oxii free will and to chow, his own style of death_

Elpyrnorn jloinot GroptorA_ color. Pyrami(i. rental $15.011 John Whitney.
maker of many continuer generated films. explains how and why he uses the computer to make
his experimental works. I thought this WilS one of the most fascinating films Pd ever stvn when
I first nati..heil it, Repeated view lugs have only confirmed that optmon.

Thu Fru ow/ ihr lion. I:, min.. It&w. Pyramid. rental slats). A grossly fat man
owns cunt rids a young slave. He controls the youth so thoroughly that it is only rarely that the
%Mara Mart is able lo Ihr atoll-ling he a sins When the slave b&s the chance to break awav to

Int HI eohim. he comes back. nimble to timept or work within the confines of freedom. An am-

biguous early short film of Homan Polanski worth seeing and talking shout.

lite 2s min.. h&w. Nex% Lioe Cinenui. rental $35.(10. A Filming of Chekhov's short

story variwish, translated as -Grier or -The Lament- about a father who is unable to find
any/me who nill listen to the story of his scat's death, Brilliantly acted by Burgess Meredith.

Fronk Mot. 9 mot. color. Pyramid. rental *15.00. Frank Mouris autobiographical
-pen iag images and sounds al the viewer. An Academy Award winner. deservedly so, that will

jilt rigue viewers.

t ;nitro. min.. colnr. Pyramid. rental SIOtti A his a. so KM years of

art hitt verY unpretentious and engaging.

The Ihmennni, 1 2 min.. eolor. Comennmrary. rental $15.1N1_ A reading of Maurice Ogden's

didactic poem aboot a hangman coming to town and his hanging of individuals is accom-

oliwl by a series of omen lire shms done in solid:KT colors, Sane sttulents will think the poem
preachy but is hers will become involved.

lethin like

Help? MI Sinai inon'A !fuming Down. 1 0 min., color. Contemporary, rental 510.110. A story
a it modern Exeryinati. !Axing in a bathtub on a pier. he finds himself eonfronted with every
bewildering famt a the modem world, An altsurdist film which will confuse some students,

mystify ohers. and delight a few.

The IllotNe,:Q min b&w,(70memporary, rental S:I0,00. We see the story of a house and its

inhabit:1ms from about 1911/ until i l ilul 19.15. from the coastruction to its demolition. A tale

(Mt chronologically told but broken into small pieces and presented to us in such a way that we

asked to mostruct the eutire story.

.hoeph Nehilliz. 1:1 Min,. color, Wombat Prishietkins. rental unknown. A German soldier,

circa World War II, finds that he can kill in battle. hut he cannot kill a group of hostages, and

le tins them and dies. A trot. episode of courage.

bare Me. bore Me. bare Me. N color, Coatemporary, rental $12.50. A cartoon about
Squillgy Iloti. lovable and inept. and Thermos Fortitude, unloved and able. Therms. hating
his -mall' ion. takes IVSSIMS 4111 how to be loved with hilarious results. A delightful moral end.

ng that mocks every silly mond ever written.

. eolOr. Pyramid. rental $19.110. The best of the computer films with graceful

putres curving and dancing their nay through space. Cerebral more than emotional but

beantifol.
- -
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Mnngu. 9 min_ tolor, Rembrandt Films. rental 12_50. An Academy Award winner of
several years' hack by Jules Feifkr about a four-war-old boy who is drafted into thearmy by
accident and then is unable to get out because army regulations prove that a four-year-old
could not have heen drafted in the first plaa.. Womlerful satire with many nasty digs at the
army and bureaucrmk-s in_genera 1.

Nahanni. IS nun.. color. Comemporarv, rental $15,00. Albert Faille, age 71. sets Out on his
eighth trip up the Canadian Nahanni River searching for the gold reputedly to found at the
lwadwaters Rased on truth. a compelling pieture of man's drive to leave a mark of himself on
the world.

Nrighbius. 9 min color. contemporary, rental $12.5o. A Noonan McLaren classic about
two neighbors who watch a flower bloom on the dividing line between the properties_ At first
admiring the flower and then increasingly eager to paws...the flower, the two men eventually
oar and kill each other. A frightening indictment of greed and power.

Nigh; and Fag. 31 nun color and h&w, contemporary, rental $30.011 The classic Alain
Resnais flint about German couamtratum camps and the horrors they wreaked and the
dehumanizing impact they had on prisoners. Strong fare, but we all need periodically to be re-
minded of the horrors that gowroments can cause in the name of national

Note from .lborr, 2 min., color. Mass Media. rental $10.on. A series of notes. actually the
Commandments, wah from above to realms believers below. The next to the last message
reads. "Than Shalt Kill.- There is no one left to receiv the last message. -Last note should be
Thou Shalt 717d0 Kill. Sorry, my mistake.- A satire on confarmity and malousuess.

NE. NY_ in min., color. Pyramid, rental $20.00. Francis Thompson's effort to get at the
essence of New York City through the use of different lenses and nli sorts of distorted shots.
Visually stunning and imaginative.

o in it Fill on (.114/ Ord; Ifilt/g,e. '27 111111 thk . (sulltellaporary. rcnial $20.00. The
classic Ambrose fierce short story about the hanging of a sm during the Civil War has heen
made into one of the two or three classic short films. Overused and likely abused in toomany
English classes, the film still holds up very well.

Our Ell qf tlt it hi Kinp. 13 min,. color, ( unIt nipurtut rental $23.00. A very recent
Academy Award winner, this is about a Frenchman, mistreated by his,aged mother, hated by
ber dog. and abused or ignored by almost everyone else. Discovering thin the world honors
blind people, the man pms on dark glasses and lases his mother's dog as his -seeing-eye dog.-
I 'It Mundy. he's exposed, hm what a wonderful life he has for a few days. One of the founkst
Mini:, much like Chaplin. Fre seen in yaws_

rmi d Perm. 14 min.. b&w. Learning Corporation of Americia, rem ill $25.011, Another Nor-
man McLaren film, this a stroboscopic study of movement and light aml shadow with two
ballet dancers. Incredibly beautiful. My favorite short filiuu .

rise (1uextnin, lo min., color, ( MnemporarY. rental $12,50. A !rifle simplistic hut still
charming cartoon about a little man who suddenly finds n large mwst ion mark hoveringmei
his heual Qiut. at ioning what the quest loll it( (or tovans) he goes, to Sl'iVIO isIs tlIt.rohnlen,
IIII letulers, !rot Ilia:rims. but no our can help, no one that is until SI young lady appears on
:he scene,

Ihe nl /Willow,. :14 min,. color, Audio Brandon, rental $27.701. The lovely andialdigi
mail aicittical nairnia by-40011g Frionch hoy whoInTriends-a -InuelY red ballomOlir balloon
land the bin p nre envied by other boya who finallY kill the balloon, and then n mirstek tiikes
place, Sounds a little fe, but I hat et to hnee macaw, teat her or stwlent. %lin didn't like it

- -



Rodeo. 20 min.. color. Comemptwary. reutal $-25.00. I do ma like rodeos and when I pre-

% icaed this film quite a few years hark I expecled to dislike the film. Not so_ Ws a beautiful

.tod null-executed study of rodeo riders and their spills mid color and rorko clowns and the in-

difference of the aornals. Thi- long shots aml the slow motion. nearly freeze shots, of one

lintels rodeo rider pitted against a Ilrahnm bull are magnificent.

TM- Rot ; nin . 4umping mid Standing Film. 11 min.. b&w. Pyramid, rental $15.00.
The reader ought to he warned about this mw. I love It. Me students almost universally hate it.

If yin/ liked the old English radio show. "Tfw Gorm'Show," or "Monty Mhon's Flying Circus,"
thereS it chance %mill like this Peter Sellers film. If ytio don't, you won't.

Thy Shrphva 7 min.. color, Macmillan. rental $10.00. A simple shepherd wanders

.tround the hig citt trying to rod work. Failing, he hears a mighty%vim from overhead urging

him to go mto some other aork. so he answers the call of destiny and becomes a blacksmith.

Phe cartoon a orks on several levels, as an attack on guidance counselors, as an indictment of

tlitehes and people atm listen to elii hes. and as a commentary on modern man and city life.

The Mooting Gollety. ii titio eolor, SJM Films. rental $7.00. A soldier fires away at

mrol, in a shoot Mg gallery. Once hit . the people on the target mechanically act out jerky mo.
Staltoly. a 'tea target is hit, hot instead of acting Out their imehaoical roles, two lovers

break away from the target and temporarily gain independenot until the mddier grabs them,

smashes them flat. and puts them hack in plate doomed to live out their proper roles as

itit-gets. lixtvIlent Wit-Intern of nietattizts1 life mul 11 totalitarian society.

Mem-es. I 1 min._ mho. Contemporan. rental $15,00, Two peasants ransacking German

sohliere bodies for clothing, find (Me soldier still alive. Taking him to safety, they run into

their own partly-au forces. and one rams off ahile the other tontinoes to help the German.

Ting!. :Is he nears home, the peasant sees that his village has been destroyed by Germans, and

.111;101. he kills the man %%hose life he had been saving. Savage, hitter, and true picture of the

horror of aar and N% hilt it ran do to the hest of us.

The Sat. lo win.. b&w. Contemporary, rental $12.50. A farm couple wait for the visit of

their son front tlw city. When he returns. they discover the outside world has made him a man

tht.y rim hardly reengaite. Stark cartooning is extremely effective.

th PiugeiN. ei :th 21 min.. color. 'fime-Life Flints. rental $25.00. A Satur.

day afternoon touch-football ',foyer johis his middle-aged friends in Central Park for another

game. The joy of conquest MOM ends when a 14-year-old boy joins them and proven far and

away the hest player. Comedy at its hest, satirical, sad commentary on man'n values and aims,

effective camera work. delightful.

So mei 31usique. 11 min.. color, Learning Corporation of Amerka. rental $13,00. Ryan

Larkin's animations arc. a series of variations on three street musicians shown early in the

film, Starting with simpk. line drawings. Larkin develops increasingly colorful and complex

ptuntIngs.

The ,..Nsintglieon. 17 min. , ctilor and b&w, Contemporary, rental $17.50. Already a classic

among short films this is tlw stitrY-Of si-Very bid and lonelrFrench,warnstresa who plantm-a

_ siriii)_ls. au nurtures it, and planta it in a large- firaVerhed,i0 city park, only to see worknien:

It tip. A a_teorY of lonelmess and fortitntle anq - _

.
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Synax and Cuvsmne. 4 min.. b&w, Learatog Corporation of America, rental $1001. Two
short films ton the same reel ) by Ryan Larkin, the first the ancient Greek myth. Rath are series
of charcoal drawings rapidly and lovingly put together SO the,: look like movingdrawings_ Two
of the finest of short films_

Time Piece. 8 min,. color, Contemporary. rental $17.50. A man lies in a hospital thinking
back, and we see, m a series of absurdist flashbacks, who and what and why be waS and how
he got where he did. Wild a.nd wacky and wonderful to talk about.

Toys, 7 mM., color, Contemporary., rental $15A10 A group of children look at a wonderful
assortment of toys. Suddenly, the children stop moving and the toys move. all toys of war.
Soldiers fight, planes drop bombs, napalm hits a soldier and he burns, and others die. A quiet
film becomes a parable of war and death and horror. One of many great and disturbing and
moving short films from the Film Board of Canada.

TEM Men and a %Vat le 15 min., b&w. Contemporary, rental $25,00. A Boman
Polanski short about two men who unexpectedly rise front the sea carrying a wardrobe chest.
Moving through town, they suffer cruelty and perverseness and pain and scorn, parallel to the
treatment accorded men by other men. A nice and distressing parable.

Very Nice. Vet, NOv. 7 min.. LI&w. Contemporary, rental MM. Arthur Lipsett's
mentary on lonelineis and misery kind death today done through 11 series of still pictures and
an often ironic commentary.

The Violinist. 8 min , color, Learning Corporation of America. rental MOM Ernest Pin.
toff's delightful satire on art through suffering. Harry loves to play his violin, but he plays, as
one character says, "awful.- So Harry goes to a master violinist who urges him to suffer to pro.
duce beautiful mwic, and Harry does suffer. He plays beautifully, only he's also miserable,
Voices by Carl Heiner,

The Wall. 4 min., color, Contemporary, rental $12.50. A man siLs by an impettetrahle wall
waiting fo: something or someone. Then another man comes by and hurls himself repeatedly
at the wall and finally breaks through at the cost of his own life. Then the first man, the peo-
ple.user, doffs his hat in pity, walks through, rinds another Nall. and sits again, waiting for yet
another person to use.

Why Mon Crivies, 25 min., color. Pyramid. rental $200). A classic of short films, this was
originally produmd by Kaiser Aluminum. There have been plenty of imitators), hut no film has
so well demonstrated man's incredible desire to create, to find out, to question, to wonder, to
doubt. Nor has any film I know so well illustrated man's incredi de intellectual tenacity. This
film ought to make us proud of ourselves. We have much to worry about, much to sorrow
aboutthis film gives us reason to recognize that man is not compktely or eternally hopeless.



SAUL ROSENTHAL

TELETEACH AND THE ENGLISH CLASS:
An Interview with Lewis Paige Sego

Lewis Paige Sego. an assistant prolmsor of English at Indiana State University. holds a
Ph.D. in ioNtroutioold N.'Ntern trchoology and English. 1-Ic took his period courses and
languages for H doctoral major in English literature at the University of Tennessee and his
course in instructional systems tet+inology and educational psychology at Indiana University.
Where his degree was awarded in I 974. He has puhlished articles of literary criticism original
poems. and a verse translation of Goethe's -Der Elfkonig7 as well as reviews in College Com-

position and Communinution. His double major has placed him in a unique position to work
both as scholar and technician.

ROSENTHAL: Dr. Sego, you recently completed an educational
videotape on Nathaniel Hawthorne. Did you have the idea of a series at that
time?

SEGO: When I first began, I was thinking of putting together a single
television program on Hawthorne, more of a biographical and literary
survey than anything more serious. But after returning from my visit to the
areas of Massachusetts where Hawthorne lived, and after working with the
material I've gathered, including many slides, I decided, instead of doing
that one program, what I'd like to do was to write a more serious paper and
see if I couldn't use the medium of television. Since videotape in color was
available on campus, I wanted to use that medium as a way of enhancing
the presentation of the paper. I didn't know of anyone who'd done anything
quite like that before. In fact one of the discouraging things about
lAcleotape programming that comes from our universities is that it's offthe
cuff, not always prepared, and very seldom scripted. So this was a departure
for me to do a scripted television program. One of the things that thrust me
into doing such a program was the recent IHETS (Indiana Higher Educa-
tion Telecommunications System) convention that was televised on a
statewide network in October of 1975. During that time I began to see the
possibilities for developing a solid set of instructional modules in American
literature meybe featuring some of the major American authors and using
the resources of some of our top scholars in the state. Naturally it seemed
we'd have to start with something concrete. And though I wasn't setting
myself up as a top scholar, I thought that I could at least chip away at the
rock and set some trends, and maybe those who were more interested in
American literature than I (my dissertation was on Browning, not
Hawthorne) could contribute some of their knowledge to scripting a module
on an American author. Possibly we could put together a whole set of these
'30-minute units that could be arranged in many different ways:used collec:-,_-
tively or individually in classes, maybe even in some statewide course_offer!.
ings-for television:1 suspect-the-best comparison-would be thearttana0'4er.
vices program that allows students to take course's bv correspondance.

_ -

,
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Television might be able to provide an extended service. By beaming some
of these programs to remote ar over the IHETS network, by using the
talk-back capabilities of the IHETS system, and by administering televised
tests on the material, departments of English might be able to offer some
courses both substantive and rigorous without requiring the students to
come to the campus. This prospect contributed to my interest in the produc-
tion of tapes.

ROSENTHAL: What has developed with this project recently?
SEGO: I just received word from the IHETS office that the Program

Development Committee has given tentative approval for the formation of a
Conference Group to set the statewide project into motion.

ROSENTHAL: I gather the nature of the project very much hinges on
the amount of funding.

SEGO: Yes, you find that you have to make compromises between the
ideal and what you can afford. Other compromises result from tailoring the
mate;ial to fit the 30-minute time block and the nature of the audience. The
audience won't consist of scholars, although it may contain generally older
adults than the usual college class.

ROSENTHAL: What specific plan have you decided onsuch as num-
ber of modules?

SEGO: Right now my hope is that we can first solicit contributions
from literary scholars across the state. We'll find out how many scholars
have specific interests in American literature. We should have in Indiana
enough scholars to form a nucleus, at least, to start building ten or fifteen
30-minute modules, each based on a different American author. Then, we
could apportion another ten or fifteen studies to those professing interest in
contributing to the series of modules.

ROSENTHAL: It could be flexible, so that ifyou build a small library,
a teacher could select

SEGO: From maybe, later, as many as 30 different modules.
ROSENTHAL: So it could be used as a course or a supplement?
SEGO: Enrichment for courses already existing or it could be used as a

series telecast over PBS. It's the kind of thing that could command some
widespread interest beyond the academic.

ROSENTHAL Would parts be ready during the Bicentennial year?
PBS might be interested if they are.

SEGO: It would be a long-range project. I can see it as being ready by
1977 possibly. That is more realistic. The 30-minute Hawthorne program
that we just finished videotaping consisted of seven video recordingsthat _

is, I attempted the videotaping seven times. And the time that went into-
writing, revising, typing it for the different sets, typing portions of it to
placed inside books or mock-up newspapers or letters, and typint the entire,
scriPt in a large font for the teleprompter (this allowed me to look at the
camera except when I was supposed to be reading from a book)-2-all those

--little things that you would think wouldn'itake long caused the preparatio
time to grow into 75 hours.
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ROSENTHAL; How long was it spread out in terms
months?

SEGO: I did the photography a year ago last summer, then worked on
the script in the fall, revised it in the spring and tested it in the summer, and
began to shoot some of the other video materials and assemble the props
and design the set and pull all the details together this fall. Then from the
time I began videotaping until it was in the final form, it took almost an
uninterrupted two and a half weeks.

ROSENTHAL: What plans do you have for the American literature
series that might be of interest to those who wish to' participate?

SEGO: One of the first plans is to encourage the contributors to look
over their own interests to see what they'd be willing to do, as I did for the
Hawthorne videotape, so that instead of having one single department dic-
tate what should be done, we would allow considerable autonomy. Of
course, some of the scholars who don't have closed circuit facilities en their
campuses might like to contact us or another university having such
facilities where they can arrange to produce their modules. But I would
urge contributers simply to let us know what they would like to do and how
they would like to do it and see if we can't open up a wide variety of ap-
proaches so that there wouldn't be that monotonous stamp of precedent on
each module. As soon as we see what kind of contributions are in the offing,
we might form scam more definitive statements. We might see some kind of
organizational scheme emerging. If we do have the expected response, I can
envision a timetable with realistic completion dates.

ROSENTHAL; It's a most ambitious project.
SEGO: Many of our scholars may not realize that this is a new twen-

tieth century way of publishing a work, a way that was notavailable when
many of our graduate schools began their programs and began to teach us
how to publish. This is a method that has just come up in the last few years
and is offering an opportunity for scholarship to be disseminated to many
who would have never attended a convention of the Modern Language As-
sociation or a meeting of the Indiana Council of Teachers of English.

ROSENTHAL: That is not crass materialism but realistic motivation.

SEGO: They might not be quite as reluctant to pour the amomit of
energy into the product that it would require. But I think there are several
motivations. The primary one is that we can extend our influence and ex-
tend our values to many people we have never reached with scholarly
papers. That is what I see as the primary motivation. A-secondary one is
being able to share our ideas with members of9ther institutiona and in this
manner develop a wide interchange Of scholarship quite beyond the howl&

.arms of Indiana; We might be able to-attract students-from Other itatis
ours as a result of their interest in" what _ire were doing after seeing th

'tapes on PBS or other outlets, I am not suggesting that we prOselytize; hi;
ere is a definite advantage in letting other scholars and student bodies
ow what our scholars are doing.



ROSENTHAL: How does our IHETS network compare with other
states?

SEGO: This system is one of two in the entire United States. I under-
stand that the state of Virginia has a televiiion communications network
among the universities, but Indiana has pioneered in this field and has the
finest potential. With our SUVON telephonic network interfacing with our
elevision network we are now capable of a consortium never before possible

in the history of academe.
ROSENTHAL This suggests quite a revolution is in the making.. . .

SEGO: And we can be part of itand are part of it. It seems that In-
diana is especially responsible for giving some of our talents and techniques
to universities and colleges in other states just by the sheer fact that we have
capabilities that they don't have.

ROSENTHAL: They may be watching us very closely.
SEGO: Yes, to see the quality we produce as well as the way we pro-

duce.
ROSENTHAL This, I suppose, has its dangers. When you're in the

vanguard you tend to make mistakes.
SEGO: Undoubtedly we will, but it will be a means of growth.
ROSENTHAL I think this leads us into the philosophical question of

visual and auditory education. There is a lot of resistance to it among
English and other departments. Some feel it's really heretical . . that in a
sense we're selling out.

-SEGO: I think that one thing we might do to counteract the resistance
is to work with the more scholarly materials that until now have not been
made the basis for instructional television. Most of us have seen very little
quality programming outside of the film industry where millions of dollars
have gone into producing outstanding dramas. In the case of the Hallmark
Hall of Fame, for example, the quality has been maintained by enormous
sums for a single evening's performance. We can't command those sums. We
don't have the financial power to hire actors for long hours and technical
crews, lighting and makeup crews, set designers, etc., that are required for a
huge commercial undertaking.

ROSENTHAL Like the America series, the Ascent of Man, the Ben-
jamin Franklin biography..

SEGO: These will be some of the likely comparisons that our col-
leagues will make. They will contrast them with educational productions
and find the educational productions coming up short. Maybe our job is not
to imitate but to do what we can do best. That is where the better scripting
heComes our hallmark of fame.

ROSENTHAL This is a voyage of d scovery. We must discover what is
uniquely our thing.

SEGO: It may be that if we can project this concept into the discussiOn
of our colleagues when they are looking askance at the audiovisiial
encroachments, as they may view them, into the field of literature,'we ma_

able to hilp them see that this is a way of moving a generation of Auden
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reared by television into the pages of the books that we love and that they
haven't yet learned to love.

ROSENTHAL: This is a subversive ruse that I have always liked.
Rather than collapse in despair before a popular medium, it could be a way
of winning students to deeper studies.

SEGO: In a way education is a subversive activity. We set out as our
design to alter the interests, the loves, the values of our students, with,
hopefully, the greatest of benevolence,

ROSENTHAL: Much of the criticism of today is that we might be con-
tributing to the new illiteracy by the use of television and the film. You men-
tioned that we might win converts to reading. How do you think we could
effectuate this?

SEGO: The most optimistic view that I can take is that we may,
through quotations of passages, even illuminating them on the screen, let-
ting the actual words stand out in full screen sequences, enable those who
might be poor readers to bring something to the text that we have not been
able to bring to the text when we have made a simple assignment and sent
them to the library with it, to dig it out at their own level of reading ability.
It seems to me that in an unobtrusive way we can become readers for them
and let their eyes follow our voices and learn to read with a depth and an
appreciation as a result of our commentary that they wouldn't have if sent
to read a text assignment with a set of printed instnictions. It seems that the
generation coming along now responds favorably to classroom reading and
explication, I have had any number of students tell me that they most en-
joyed those classes in which poems are read and 'explicated on the spot. I
think this is where we are likely to produce a sense of enjoyment and excita-
tion for the printed word.

ROSENTHAL: I think that students are disenchanted with reading
because so many books use small print. The young people of today, as a
result of advertisements and the various media, are oriented in terms of
stronger stimulation. Most paperbacks have very small print, and they find
this tiring. . . .

SEGO: And even painful sometimes. .

ROSENTHAL: Sometimes I feel that if we could have reading
machines in every home, the same way we have television sets, wemight get
more people interested in reading. But as you suggest, the modules can
subtly bring in reading matter so that

SEGO: I am certainly not suggesting that the modules we plan to pro-
duce are going to be totally graphic and dramatic, but, as was true in the
videotape that we-just-made on Hawthorne, much of what is of substance
has been the test of Hawthorne's own works, his letterS;and portions of hiu
journals. These have been enlarged so the viewer can see the words on the
screen, and we did this by means of still photography, using a 35mm camera ,
and shooting ihe actual pages of text, coming in on some veryclose-up_shots
In fact, some were so close up that in a single frame we couldn't even see_
across the page but were illuminating key phrases or key sentences, to form
the basis for commentary.
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ROSENTHAL: The focus, again, is basically educational. . . .

SEGO: And the beauty of it is we can control the focus, both the mental
and the visual focus, with 'this medium. We can force the student to see
those portions of a text that we consider central to the author's philosophy
or idea; and we can, by juxtaposing various works and portions of works,
create impressions that are manipulated intentionally for instructional pur-
poses.

ROSENTHAL: I often think about McLuhan's statement about the
age of the book being dead. This 11.1... always deeply disturbed me.

SEGO: If I agreed with him I should be disturbed. But I feel that his
effort was possibly to use hyperbole to get our attention. His entire book,
The Medium is the Message, is perhaps a hyperbole. I am convinced that if
during the Middle Ages the manuscript was not dead and that if many
manuscripts including the works of Aristotle and Lucian, could be
preserved by the laborious process of copying, handcoming, that is, then in
the age of print we shall not see the death of the book. There will always be
lovers of literature to see to it that the book will not die. It may die as a fad,
if that's what it has been, but there will still be lovers of literature, possibly
more lovers of literature if we can communicate the basis of our love to
those who have not fallen in love with it.

ROSENTHAL: This rests on a faith that reading is still wcirthwhile
and that it has advantages over the competing media.

SEGO: The process of reading plays more on the richness of the im-
agination because of its symbolic communication with the mind than does
any other medium. The- auditory medium, by its inflections and tonalities,
controls the impressions to a much greater extent than the printed word
where intonations and inflections can be imagined in keeping with what one
is disposed to see and hear in the printed word. I think, by the same token,
those imaginary visions that a work stimulates are much richer for not hav-
ing the limitations of focal depth, depth of field, or the limits of sets, light-
ing, makeup, etc. The power of the imagination in a single line of print can
move us in one sweeping jump from the planet earth to a planet unknown
and far beyond the solar system.

ROSENTHAL: Well said. Of course, there are so many other advan-
tages. The experience of poetry, for example, the subtlety and coMplexity of
thought . . . .

_ SEGO: And the ability of poetry to capture the feeling of an emotion
experienced by generations countless years in the past and to communicate
that feeling to a generation that may have experienced something akin to it,
offers, again, evidence of the superiority of the printed word.

ROSENTHAL: I thMk there's much wisdom, ss well as emotional
satiSfaction, that can only be-derived from the literary heritage. This is one
reason why so many educators are scared abOut the new illiteracY. The
young People seem to be losing so many values. . . .

SEGO: , Values that have been time-tested, values 'that we hold no_ .

simply becauSe they are old bukbecause they have proven themselves:again
and-again.'It's this that the Oral culture and audiovisual _media `Canho

.



ransmit. These media can certainly transmit something, something that
may, in the future, show to those generations how we tended to follow fads,
if nothing else. But certainly the power of the word which is recorded most
durably in the print seems undeniably sufficient to justify its own per-
petuity.

ROSENTHAL: I think that the alarm over the new illiteracy is so
great that the educators in the lower grades are beginning to do something
about it. I've spoken with elementary school educators who are trying new
ittacks, such as having reading hours for the entire school. I'm wondering if
you think that the teleteach can be helpful in this respect.

SEGO: I see the prospects of teleteach to be really excellent for ac-
complishing some of the objectives of elementary teachers. Newsweek's re-
cent cover story, "Why Johnny Can't Write," is speaking to these new objec-
tives and is suggesting by its very prominence that we are going to be
challenged to use whatever media will bring the younger generation to coor-
dinate reading and writing on a much more strenuous level of activity than
in the past. We've given the impression that reading and writing can be easy
and always fun. I think that anyone who has done any serious writing or .

any serious reading has come to places in those activities when it was
difficult to pursue the paragraph, when it was difficult to plow through a
work of fiction, when it was difficult to ponder a poem and the allusions
within it and the concepts underlying it. It also seems to me that the oppor-
tunities of teleteach arise primarily from the simple expedient that the child
of today is not afraid of television and is not particularly in love with televi-
sion as a technical miracle. He doesn't have the awe of it that maybe our
own generation has. But rather it's just there, and like paper and pencil it
can be used as a source of information, like a book, a book of pictures or a
book of print. So I think that we have to look upon the opportunity of
teleteach with that same openmindedness that we would now take toward
the illustration of a book.

ROSENTHAL A fittingand graphicanalogy to conclude with.
Thank you.
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Poems

LEAKING PEN INDIFFERENCE

Pen
Broken, bleeding
Resisting my hand
As I try to
Heal.

AIR POLLUTION

Asthmatic city sky,
Wheezing and coughing up
Smoke and soot into
The red running eyes of
The city.

TIME

All I see,
When I look at Time,
Is the guilt of the Past,
The fears of the Future,
And the limits of the Present.

Greetings, former friend.
I would like
for you
to know
that
the wound you put
in my solid shell
of indifference,
that little
tiny prick
you made with
your pin of
brief interest
and artificial concern,
has healed quite
completely.
Don't try to pene
my shell
ever
again.

OFFERING

a e

I don't want a close-cropped hedge.
I have all the forests.
I don't want neon lights.
I have the sun and the stars.
I don't want pre-printed cards.
I have my own words.
I don't want glossy containers.
I have more love than any box can hold.
Now I offer my words and my love
To you.
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MODERN LOVE SONG

Come with me to the roof of the factory
Where we can watch a tree die.
Hurry up so we can see the UFO's glow
Through the smog in the sky.
Hold my gloved hand as we observe the land
Burning and lost in smoke.
Let's watch the cement trucks run to the sea
Leaving highways as they go.
Technology's Krowing only too slow
To suit my modern soul.
Let's burn some trash and view the ash
Floating past what we stole
From the sun, which we won't return
For we'll get no deposit back.
We'll waste the earth away as we play
On a new smoke-stack.

THE OTHERS

Yes, I kilow them.
They call themselves caring

and they ignore me.
They call themselves democratic

and they rule over me.
They call themselves fair

and they hate me.
They call_ themselves free

and they restrict me.
They call themselves gentle

and they beat me.
They call themselves clean

and they make me d'
They call themselves sincere.

I call them hypocrites
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NCTE Resolution on Promoting Media Literacy

Members of the National Council of Teachers of English passed the follow-
ing resolution at the 1975 Convention in San Diego (November 27-29):

On Promoting Media Literacy

BACKGROUND: Both the NCTE Committee on Public Doublespeak and
the CEE (Conference on English Education) Committee on Teacher Train-
ing in the Nonprint Media advocate the preparation of students in a new
literacy. This new literacy requires that individuals exercise critical abilities
in reading, listening, viewing, and thinking in order to cape with the per-
suasive techniques found in political statements, advertising, entertain-
ment, and news. Be it therefore

RESOLVED that NorE, through its publications and its affiliates, con-
tinue to support curriculum changes designed to promote sophisticated
media awareness at the elementary, secondary, and college levels; and, to
this end, that NCTE create a new committee composed of no more than six
members from the NCTE Committee on Public Doublespeak and the CEE
Committee on Teacher Training in the Nonprint Media, which will prepare
a collection of materials not later than November 1976. And be it further

RESOLVED that NCTE continue to encourage teacher education pro-
grams which will enable teachers to promote media literacy in students.
And be it finally

RESOLVED that NOTE cooperate with organizations and, individuals
representing teachers of journalism, the social sciences, and speech com-
munication to promote the understanding and develop the insights students
need to evaluate critically the messages disseminated by the mass media.
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CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS

Indiana English Journal is seeking manuscripts of interest to elementary,
secondary, and university teachers for the following thematic issues:

Summer 1976: Oral Interpretation and Drama in the English and
Language Arts Classroom. Deadline for receipt of manuscripts: June 1,
1976.

Fall 1976: Phase Electives. Deadline for receipt of manuscripts: July 15,
1976.

Winter 1976-77: Folklore in the Classroom. Deadline kr receipt of
manuscripts: October 15, 1976,

Spring 1977: Ethnic Literature in the Classroom. Deadline for receipt of
manuscripts: January 15, 1977.

Summer 1977: Literature for Children and Young Adults. Deadline for
receipt of manuscripts: April 15, 1977.

Mini-reviews of recent books and teaching materials (no more than 250
words each) concerning the theme for an issue are also invited. Foems are
used as filler.

Brief biographical data for our con ibu o page should be included with a
manuscript.

Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced. Footnotes should be incor-
porated within the text whenever possible. Manuscripts and related corres-
pondence should be sent to James S. Mullican, Department of English and
Journalism, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana 47809. A
manuscript will not be returned unless accompanied by a self-addressed en-
velope with return postage clipped to it.

MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

The Indiana English Journal is published quarterly and is sent to
e bers of the Indiana Council of Teachers of English. Subscription to

non-members is $3.00 per year.
Address all correspondence related to membership and subscriptions to

Indiana Council of Teachers of English, Division of Continuing Education
and Extended Ser.rices, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana
47809. The Journalis a member of the NCTE Information Exchange Agree-
ment.


